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ABSTRACT

This study examined the effects of Head start

participation on the cognitive and social functioning of
children 6 to 14 years of age in the United States.

Using data from the National Longitudinal Survey of
Children and Youth, 1998, the study found that children

who participated in a Head Start program performed

poorly on cognitive functioning, whether it was measured
by math ability, reading recognition, or reading

comprehension. They lagged significantly behind children
who attended some other form of preschool program, as

well as those who had not attended any preschool

program. The gap was largely due to the differences in
racial and maternal and family background

characteristics of the three groups of children, with

the Head Start group being over-represented by children

of black and Hispanic origins, who were born to and had
been brought up by younger and less educated mothers,

had larger number of siblings, lived in households where
the father was absent and where parents' involvement in
children's school activities was low.

When controlled for racial, maternal and family

backgrounds, the differences between the three groups of
111.

children were not at all significant in terms of social
functioning, which was measured by Behavioral Problem
Index (BPI)- a composite measure of antisocial behavior,
anxiousness/depression, strong headedness,

hyperactivity, level of dependency and peer conflict.
The finding clearly suggests that Head Start children
are no different from other children in terms of social
behavioral problems.

It was concluded that Head Start children perform

more poorly on cognitive measures than other childrenj-;
because of a Inumber of uhmeasuirdd backgrotind yariables,

especially poverty, d;eprive(i heighborhodd, and gualit
and duratic?n of the Head: Start program. The; pdSttHead

.start experieince Is likeiy ;tb be another important

reason why Head Start; children perform pobrly.; : :
;

This research suggested that programs and policies

should invest resources at both early and later stages
on the lives of Head Start children. While Head start

may exert immediate positive impact on children's
development, the effect will fade away if children and
parents are not helped to preserve the;skills children
have learned. The research provided.implications for
social workers. Social work practitioners should be

IV

involved in providing follow-up and aftercare services

to the graduates of the Head Start children and their
families, so that the effects of Head Start are retained

once they graduate from the program. The research also
provided recommendations to increase the effectiveness
of Head Start programs.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Objective of the Study

The major objective of this study was to examine
the effects of participation in a Head Start program on

the Gognitive and social functioning of U.S. children, 6
to 14 years of age. Specifically, this research
addressed the following questions: (1) Does Head Start

make a positive contribution to the cognitive and social

functioning of:: children,i especially;^^ w

wilh

children who participated in other kind of preschool

educational programs or who did not participate in any
preschool program? (2) How enduring are the effects of
the Head Start program on children? Or, do the gains
persist as children grow older and move away from the

program? (3) Does the Head Start program influence the
level cognitive and social functioning differently for
children originating from different racial, social and

family backgrounds? (4) Do the effects get modified
during the course of changing socio-economic
circumstances under which children grow up? For example,

do the gains in cognitive and social functioning get
substantially reduced when children move from two-parent
families to lone-parent families? (5) What are the

contributions of parental involvement and post-program

quality of schooling in retaining the skills that
children acquired during the Head Start program?

Using

data from the. National Longitudinal Survey of Youth

^

(NLSY79), the study addressed these questions, by

comparing the cognitive and social development of
children who have participated in a Head Start program
with that of children who have not.
Problem Statement

There is growing national concern about the well

being of children in the United States, especially those
from racial minorities, inner cities, and poor families.

In spite of significant increases/in school spending per
pupil and teachers' salaries, and significant declines
in the' pupil-teacher ratio, scores for scholastic tests
have shown a downward trend and school dropout rates

have slightly increased over the past several decades
(Hanushek, 1986; McNaihara and Jones, 1993). Also,

compared with children in other industrialized

countries, children in the United States are not doing
as well on scholastic tests 4 For example, while the U.S.

spent 3.8% of its GDP on education and Japan spent only
3.1%, test scores in mathematics for Japanese students

were more than twice as high as registered in the United

States (Ferleger & Handle, 1992). The Third

.

V ;.

International MathematiGs^ ;and SGidhGe Study
massive project involving half a million students,
observed that seventh- and eighth-grade students in
Asian countries,,especially Japan, South Korea, and Hong

Kong, which put a high emphasis on family values and
children's achievement, lead the world. This study also

found that in every country, the better educated the

parents, the more successful are the children, and that
home environment (for example, a dictionary, a computer,

a dedicated place to study in the home) had a

significant influence on children's success (Vogel,

1996).

'i.

I';-:

Studies have repeatedly shown that children from

poor families and minority groups perform worse in
school (Coleman, et al. 1966; Jencks et al., 1972;

Carnegie Corporation, 1996; Guo, 1998). These children
are not well prepared to be on equal footing with their
classmates when they enter school because of various ,
social and economic factors, particularly inadequate

upbringing, less educated parents, and inadequate
resources at home.

However, if disadvantaged children

are prepared before they enter primary school, they are
likely to perform as well as other children. As an early
intervention program for low-income parents and their

young children, this is what the Head Start program is
intended to do. This study examined the efficacy of Head
Start ih reducing the gap between children from

disadvantaged background and those from a more affluent
background. ,
Why this Study?

This study is interesting and useful from bpth
theoretical and policy reasons. From a thepretical

standpoint, it : is^^^ ^w^^

to understand if Head Start

program does have an effect on children, regardless of;
socio-culturai background, througfh; what mechanisms

program operates in influencing children's social and
cognitive functioning, and why the program is more
effective for one cultural group than the other.
Studies have also found that Head Start children

usually perform more poorly on cognitive and social
functioning than those who have attended other types of

preschool programs, but reasons are not clear. This
study will attempt to identify the mechanisms that are
likely to be are responsible for this observation.

Further, this study will attempt to specify some of the ,

reasons why the long—term effects Head Start wear off as
children move away from the program.

From the policy view point it would be useful to
understand if the Head Start program is effective in

cost-benefit terms and how enduring the effect is. The

federal government has invested a large amount of money

into the program. Since its inception in 1965, this
program has provided services to over 13 million
children and their families in the United States. In

1998, approximately 800,000 young children were served
in this program at a total federal cost of about $4
billion (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services,
1999). This figure is expected to rise so that larger
number of children could be served. Thus it is important
to know if the investment is worthwhile.
What is Head Start?

Head Start is a national program, which began in

1965 in response to the War on Poverty. BasicaHyi it is
an early intervention program for low-income parents and
their young children. This federally funded
comprehensive program was developed to prepare children

aged three to five years to be on equal footing with

their classmates when they enter school, as well their
families to be better prepared for nourishing their
children to develop socially and emotionally.
The Head Start program is administered by
Administration on Children, Youth and Families,

Administration for Children and Families, Department of
Health and Human Services. Grants are awarded by these

organizations to local public agencies, private
organizations, Indian Tribes and school systems for the
purpose of operating Head Start programs at the
community level. All Head Start programs must comply
with Program Performance Standards. The Performahce
Standards define the services that Head Start Programs

must provide to the children and families. They are :

designed to ensure that the Head Start goals and

objectives are implemented successfully and that all
grantee and delegate agencies maintain the highest

possible quality in the provision of Head Start services
(U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 1999).

Head Start operates in every state, and provides
comprehensive developmental services to America's lowincome, pre-school children ages three to five and
social services to their families. Specifically, Head ;

start provides services to meet the goals of the

following four components (U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services, 1999):

Education. Head Start is expected to provide

learning experience to both children and parents that
foster intellectual, social and emotional growth.

Health. Head Start focuses on the importance of

early identification of health problems. Every child in
Head start is involved in a comprehensive health

program, which includes immunizations, medical, dental,
and mental health and nutritional services.

Parental Involvement. A fundamental component of

the Head Start program is parent involvement. The

program tries to involve parents in the following ways:
encouraging parents to be involved in their children's
education, providing parents the opportunity to develop

programs, providing parent education classes, providing
workshops on child development, and receiving home
visits from Head Start staff.

Social Services. Head Start focuses on the

provision of various social services based on the needs
of the families. These may be crisis intervention.

referrals, emergency assistance, recruitment and
enrollment of children, and community outreach.

CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW

Basically, Head Start aims at helping children move

away from the tangle of poverty. Despite numerous such

programs, child poverty in the United States remains one
of the highest in the industriaTized world, although the
national child poverty rate has declined somewhat in

recent years. Today, the child poverty rate in the

United states is higher than in Canada, Great Britain,
Norway, Sweden, and Switzerland (U.S. Bureau of the
census, 1991; Day 1997). In the United States in the
early 1990s, one in every five children (22 ^ 7% in 1993)

lived in poverty, compared with one in ten in Canada,
and one in twenty in Switzerland (U.S. Bureau of the
Census, 1991, p. lO-II). The picture is gloomier among

minorities, with nearly every second black child living
in poverty.
In 1993, some 40% of the United States' poor were

children and:22.7% of all children under age 18 lived in

poverty. The prevalence is considerably higher among
minorities, with slightly less than half (46%) of the
African American children, compared with only 14% of
non-Latino white children who are poor. Approximately
37% of all poor children live in households headed by,

women. While slightly less than half of white children
belonging to female-headed households are poor, almost
two-thirds of children in such families are poor among
both African Americans and Hispanics. As most single
mothers are usually younger, poverty tends to be

concentrated among younger children (Day, 1997). ,

^erica's youngest children (children under age
six) are more likely to live in poverty than are
Americans in any other age group, and this has increased
over the years. The incidence has grown among all racial
and ethnic groups and in urban, suburban and rural

areas.

The number of American children age 6 years and

under living in poverty rose from 3.5 million in 1979 to
5.2 million in 1997 (National Center for Children in

Poverty, 1999). About 40% of African American young
children and 38% of Hispanic children lived below
poverty line. (The federally defined poverty line was
$12,802 for a family of three in 1997).
There are various social problems associated with

child poverty. Studies (Guo, 1998; Ramey, 1995;
Rosenbaum, 1992; Chase-Lansdale, 1991; Smith & Brooks-

Gunn & Klebanov, 1997) have shown that child poverty has
a substantial negative influence on the growth and

10

development of the cliild.

Early childhocpd is indeed the

critioal period in which poverty has the most damaging
influence on cognitive development (Gup, 1998)1 Compared

with non-poor children, poor children are twice as

,

likely to experience worse health conditions, including ;
stunted growth, severe physical or mental disabilities,
and anemia. They are more likely to die than non-poor

Ghildren from birth defects Of because of low weightiat
birth. In addition, they are more likely to be diagnosed
with learning disabilities and extreme behavior problems
in school (Day, 1997). The influence of poverty in the
early childhood period is a most important determinant
of cognitive outcomes of children (Quo, 1998). A recent
study by Duncan et al. (1998) found that family income

in early childhood had a bigger impact on completing
schooling than did income during middle childhood. This
study concluded that the elimination of deep and
persistent poverty during a child's early years would
enhance children's abilities and attainment. Smith &

Brooks-Gunn & Klebanov (1997 in their study of young

children aged three to eight years found that that the

duration of poverty had a negative effect on children's
IQ, verbal ability and achievement scores.

11

' i"

StruGtural

in the family - are essentialiy^^^ ^ ^>

behind the growth of child poverty in the United States,

particularly those involving very young children (BrookGunn et al., 1995). The increased marital dissolution
and consequently the increased formation of femaleheaded households have been at the root of child

poverty. Most women who become single parents through
divorce or widowhood experience a sharp drop in family
income, a drop that is much more pronounced than that

experienced by men in similar situations (Ross &

■;

Sawhill, 1975, p. 173) . As most children of disrupted

marriages live with their mothers and most fathers fail
to provide adequate financial support, they are forced
to live in economic deprivation.

The proportion of the households that are headed by

lone parents, divorced and single mothers in particular,
is not only high but has been on the rise. In addition
to being poor, many of these mothers, especially younger
ones, are neither adequately prepared for the

responsibility of motherhood, nor do they have enough
time to be with their children. As the well-known

Carnegie Corporation report (1996: vii) observed,
"children whose parents create a home environment that

12

encourages learning and who remain involved in their
children's education throughout the years'from three tp■

ten earn higher grades than those whose .parents are ^
uninvolved."

The United States is also ahead of

other

industrialized countries as far as young motherhood is
concerned. Although the average age of the mother when
she has her first child has been on the rise, there are

substantial proportions of women who become mothers
during their teens. This phenomenon is especially

pronounced among minority groups and those living in
inner cities. Most of the teen-age mothers are single,
unprepared for providing adequate socialization to their
children. Most of them do not have adequate schooling
and stable employment, and therefore they are likely to

end up in poverty and go on welfare. Obviously, children
have to face consequences of being born to a younger
mother.

New marriage and divorce patterns have also been

found to exert adverse influence on children. Although

an increasing proportion of the population is getting
married late, there has been an increase in informal

living arrangements, involving common-law couples. Many

13

of these couples are not prepared to get formally

married, and likely to end up in the dissolution of the
unioni Moreover, there has been a rise in the P^opdttibn
of common-law couples who are having children or couples
with children who are entering into common-law unions.
There is evidence to suggest that common-law living is
not conducive to the adequate upbringing of children.
Children of divorce or step and blended families
are also vulnerable to inadequate development. Although
sometimes divorce could alleviate the emotional

problems, which many children of troubled parents have
to face, remarriage could lead to some other problems.
Since most of these children are young when their

parents divorce, remarry, or live in common-law unions,
they could suffer from severe psychosocial and emotional
trauma.

Head Start is an early intervention program for

low-income parents and their young children. It is

supposed to help needy young children before they could
be exposed to an undesirable environment. This program
provides services to deal with health, education,
social, and parental involvement of children aged three

to five years and their family. The basic assumption

14

behind this program is that "pre-school intervention
could contribute to the ultimate elimination of poverty

by preparing poor children for school. This preparation
would enable them to get the most out of schooling,
achieve academic excellence, acquire skills, and

eventually get good jobs" (Stipek, Valentine & Zigler,
1979, p. 478). As stated in the Head Start Act (Sec.
636. [42 U.S.C. 9831]), the purpose of the Head Start is
"to promote-school readiness by enhancing the social and
cognitive development of low-income; children through the

provision, to low-income children and their families, of
health, educational, nutritional, social, and other

services that are determined, based on family needs
assessments, to be necessary."; It is aimed at allowing

the disadvantaged children to start schooling at equal
footing with their classmates as they enter school, and
closing "the gap between children who were disadvantaged

by virtue of their family's social and economic status
and those who were not" (Lee &, Schnur & BroOks-Gunnn,

1988). Thus, the program offers hope for breaking the

cycle of poverty by raising children's level of social
and educational competence (Lee & Schnur & Brooks-Gunn,
1988; Currie & Thomas, 1995).

-
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Studies have repeatedly shown that participation in
Head Start has strong and immediate effects on the

cognitive and social development of young children
(Mckey, et al., 1985; Lee, Brooks-Gunn, & Schnure,
1988). Currie and Thomas' (1996) comparison of Head
Start children and their siblings who did not
participate in the program, revealed that on average
Head Start reduced at least one-fourth the gap in test
scores between Latino children and non-Hispanic white
children, and two-thirds of the gap in the probability
of grade repetition. Lee, Schnur & Brooks-Gunn (1988)

compared the cognitive functioning of children who spent
one year in Head Start centers, in two cities during
1969-70, with that of disadvantaged neighborhood

children not in a preschool program. These researchers
administered Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test, Caldwell
Preschool Inventory, Motor Inhibition Test, and Eight-

^.

Block Toy Sort, before and after the program, and found

that participation in Head Start produced significantly
larger gains in three of the four measures than students

with no preschool program, especially among black
children.

16

However, there is ample evidence to suggest that
the effect of Head Start participation is weak and

temporary and diminishes over time. By the end of early
elementary grades whatever cognitive and affective

advantages that were gained by children through Head

start either vanishes completely or fades away
substantially (Mckey, R.H. ,et al., 198:5; Lee, BrooksGunn, Schnur, & Liaw, 1990f;;Abelsoh & Zigler & DeBiasi,
1974; Lee & Loeb, 1995).

The major reasons for the;weak and temporary

effects of Head Start include too many past and future
disadvantages attached to children. These children

originate from racial minority groups, inner-city

neighborhoods, impoverished families, and female-headed
households. Also, there is a differential selection

effect for poorer performance of Head Start graduates.

As Schnur, Brooks-Gunn & Shipman (1992) observe,
children destined for Head Start had mothers who

themselves had low education and lowered expectations
for their children.

Effects of Head Start diminish over time also

because of children's subsequent school experiences
(Schnur, Brooks-Gunn & Shipman, 1992; Currie & Thomas,

1995). Since most Head Start participants are from

disadvantaged background, they are likely to be
concentrated in low socioeconomic status schools. Poor

children are likely to receive less favorable treatment
in such schools resulting in reduced learning

opportunities. Also, less healthy families and inner
city neighborhoods stand as obstacles to internalizing
the skills children had learned in an external ;
institution. Families with less educated parents,

especially those headed by a lone mother, or the ones
where parents are rarely available to be with their
children, do not facilitate the retention of the

abilities children had developed during the program.

One-year stay in a Head Start or any other preschool

program cannot be expected to result in positive longterm effect among children who have spent a substantial
proportion of their lives in a disadvantaged
environment.

Studies that have compared Head Start with other

preschool program (Springle & Schaefer, 1985; Reynolds,
1994, Barnett, 1995) find that private preschool

programs appear to be more effective than Head Start,

programs, and that the effects of Head Start on school

18

achievement, cognitive functioning, and socio-emotional
functioning are smaller. Springle and Schaefer (1985) in
their longitudinal study compared the effects of two

compensatory preschool programs (Learning to Learn and
the Head Start /Title 1) on fourth, fifth and sixth

grade performance of students. They examined the effects
of each program by following up the same group of
children over fourth, fifth and sixth grade. After
controlling for age, sex, year in the program and
children's background, they found that children
attending ''^Learning to Learn" performed generally better
than Head Start students. The authors assert that the

reason for the success of the "Learning to Learn"
program may be attributed to its set-up. Unlike the Head
Start program, the "Learning to Learn" program was more

organized, had dedicated certified teachers, and focused
on a much higher level of parent-child interaction in
their home,. Also, the "Learning to Learn" and its
instructional program accommodated individual

differences throughout the three year intervention
period.
Barnett (1995) reviewed 36 studies on model

demonstration projects and large-scale public programs

19

to examine the long-term effects of early childhood

progtams on cognitive and school Gutcdmes of c
from low-income families.

The review included studies

of pre-school education. Head Start, childoare and home

visiting pro^^^

Results indicate that early childhood

programs can produce large short-terin benefits for
children in intelligence quotient and sizable long-term

effects in schoOi aQhieyeinent, grade retent
placement in special education and social adjustment.
The author found that large public programs such as Head

.Start did not produce such benefits because they were
lower in quality (larger classes, fewer staff members,
less educated staff, poorer supervision) than private
preschool programs. Since other preschools programs are
private, their objectives may be more focused,
instructors hired may be more qualified, and the salary
of instructors may be higher. In Lee, Schnur and Brooks-

Gunn' study (198.8), Head Start worked best for those ,
students who were initially most socially and

cognitively disadvantaged. In a follow-up to this study,
Lee & Brooks-Gunn & Schnur & Liaw (1990) observed the

sustained effects into kindergarten and grade 1 of

Project Head Start on cognitive functioning and social

20

competency of disadvantaged black children. The
researchers found that in general, participation in Head
Start had lasting effects, although these effects were

not as large as those found immediately following the
Head Start intervention; Their findings suggest that the
effect of Head Start is greatest immediately after
attendance but diminishes over time. Lee and Lqeb's

'

(1995) research on the educational progress of young

adolescents reached similar conclusions, suggesting that
the advantage of preschool intervention for poor
children fades over time, especially in the case of the

cognxtive advantage. ■They attributed this to the quality
of schools, which the graduates of Head Start attended
in later years. They argued that no matter how strong
the early assistance these children received from Head
Start, the fact that their subsequent education was of
an inferior quality did not allow them to take advantage

of their early training.
One of the recurring themes of the research on Head

Start is that the program either does not provide
services to the needy in all racial and ethnic groups,
or these groups do not take advantage of the available
facilities. The maj ority of the Head Start participants

are from minority groups. According to the Statistical
Fact Sheet (U.S. Department of Health and Human

Services,1999) 35.8% of all Head Start participants were
black, 31.5% were white, 26.4% were Hispanic, 3.4% were
American Indian and 2.9% were Asian.

The racial and

ethnic composition has remained more or less .unchanged
since 1996.

Studies (Currie & Thomas, 1995; 1996) have

consistently shown that the gains of Head Start are much
smaller for blacks than whites. Using data from the

National Longitudinal Su^

Youth CNLSY) and tfie

Natiprial Longitudinal Survey's of Child-Mother Fiip

(IJLSCM), Currie and Thomas (1995) compared the impact Of
Head Start between white and African-American children,

and fourid that Head Start participation was asspciated

with iarge and significant gains in Peabddy Picture
Vocabulary Test scores among both whites and African-

Americans.

However, the gains for'white children were

twice that of black children. Also, among African-

Americans the gains were quickly lost. Head Start

significantly reduced the probability that a white child
would repeat a grade, but it had no effect on grade
repetition among African-American children. As the

authors argue, African-American children are more likely
to be served by inferior programs.

23

CHAPTER THREE: HYPOTHESES

Ever since the famous Coleman Report (Coleman, et

al. 1966)/ Social scientists have devoted a great deal
of attention on why certain groups of children,

especially blacks and those from low-income families do
not perform as well as others on various measures of

cognitive, intellectual and scholastic attainment.
Research has focused primarily on the guality of

schooling versus and family environment. Although the
poor quality of schools that children from minority
groups attend is responsible for their poor performance,

their inadequate upbringing and poor parenting are of
equal or greater importance. Based on the analysis of
data for a very large sample of U.S. children, Coleman
and his colleagues (Coleman et al., 1966) found that
measured differences in school's physical facilities,
formal curriculum, and teachers' characteristics had

little to do with the poor performance of black

students, compared with white students. This study
concluded that the most important characteristics black
children consistently lacked, was the access to
classmates from affluent families. This research led to

numerous studies, which concluded that equality in
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students achievement cannot be attained through an

improvement in schools alone (Hanushek, 1986; Mosteller
& Moynihan, 1972; Jencks et al., 1972). These studies
attribute the poor performance of children from minority

groups to the changes in family structure, especially
the rise of both lone parent families and dual earner
families. Parents and in these families do not have

enough time or energy to supervise their children during
their formative years (Carnegie Corporation, 1996). Many

lower class parents work at odd hours and their children
are often left with poorly equipped child-care
facilities or left alone before a television. The growth

of lone parent families, especially those headed by
younger divorced and single mothers may have also been

responsible for the recent growth in child poverty,
which in turn may have resulted in inadequate sociopsychological development of children.
It has been argued that parental involvement in
education of children, especially during the early

years, is of utmost importance (Carnegie Corporation,
1996; Abelson, 1996). This explanation derives from the

so-called "parental socialization hypothesis" according
to which, children from upper cTasses are more likely to
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grow up in families, which are highly conducive to the
healthy cognitive, emotional and intellectual

development, and higher aspirations. This in turn leads
to these children's better performance in schools. It
has been argued that upper-class parents are more
involved in their children's school activities than

lower lower-class parents. Lower class parents tend to

place less emphasis on the importance of school,
maintain less contact with teachers and school staff and

are less likely to volunteer or participate in school
program and activities (Mehan, 1992, p.4).As Sui-Chu &
Williams (1996, p.125), assert, "a greater involvement
in the academic life of children develops more positive
attitudes toward school, improves homework habits,

reduces absences, and dropouts and results in improved
academic achievement."

There is a large body of research, which emphasizes
the role of so-called "formative years" between ages 3

to 10, when "children can make great leaps in cognition,
language acquisition, and reasoning, corresponding with
dramatic neurological changes" (Carnegie Corporation,

1996). As the Carnegie publication. Years of Promise,

states, "schools may have the primary responsibility for
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children's formal education, but their educational

success is influenced by far more than what happens to
them in school. Families, pre-schools, religious and

other community institutions that bear on children's
lives—the media, employers in all sectors, higher
education, and government—have shared responsibility to
contribute to children's learning, and healthy
development." This report,also posited that early
intervention with young children and their families from

disadvantaged backgrounds is essential for providing
healthy foundations for their future development. This
is the departure point of the proposed research. We
argue that early intervention, such as "Head Start" no
doubt is of importance to children from deprived

backgrounds, but parental background is of utmost
importance. Also important is what happens when children
move away from the Head start program and how involved '
are the parents in the education of their children. This
study will address the following questions: (1) How do

children who attended a Head Start program compare with
children who have attended some other types of preschool

program or those who did not attend any form of

preschool program, on measures of cognitive and social
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functioning? (2) Why do Head Start children perform

poorly on measures of cognitive functioning than other
children? (3) What is the contribution of maternal and

family characteristics to the poor performance of Head
Start children? (4) How effective is a preschool program
in children's social, emotional,:and intellectual

: ,

Based on the previous research and the framework
discussed above, the following hypotheses are derived:
Hypothesis 1. Head Start children are likely to

perform more poorly on cognitive measures than children
who have attended other forms of preschool program but
better than those who have not attended any form of
preschool program.

Hypothesis 2. The poor performance of Head Start

children on cognitive measures is largely a function of
family characteristics, maternal characteristics and
racial origin. Thus, when family characteristics,
maternal characteristics and racial origin are held

constant, the performance gap between Head Start
children, children who have attended some other kind of

preschool program, and those who have not attended any

preschool program will be reduced significantly.
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Hypothesis 3. There are no significant differences
between children who have attended a Head Start program,

chiIdren who attended other forms of preschool program,

and those who did not attend any preschool pfpgram on

social functioning when family characteristics, maternai
characteristics and racial origin are held constant.
Hypothesis 4. Family characteristics are likely to

be of greater importance than maternal characteristics
and racial origins in explaining the relationship
between Head Start and social functioning, while the

converse is true in the case of the relationship between
Head Start and cognitive functioning.
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CHAPTER FOUR: DATA AND METHODOLODGY

This study was an empirical examination of the
effects of Head Start on social and cognitive

functioning of children aged six to fourteen. Basically,
the study compared functioning of three groups of
children: (1) those who had ever participated in a

generic Head Start program: (2) those who had
participated in some other preschool program: and (3)

those who had not participated in any preschdoi program.
This study performed a secondary data analysis of the
National Longitudinal Survey Children and Youth (NLSY),
1998. The study focused on all children who lived in USA
with their mother in 1998.

The Sample

The NLSY is nationally representative sample of
12,686 men and women in the U.S. These persons have been

annually interviewed since 1979 when they were 14 to 21

years. Multi-stage stratified random samples were used
to collect data. The respondents have participated in
annual personal interviews between 1979 and 1994 and
biennial interviews since 1994. Of the total original

respondents, 6,283 were females.

These women were aged

33-40 in 1998 when last surveyed, and 4,924 of their

children below 15 years were interviewed that year
(Center for Human Resource Research, 1995; 2000).

The sample for the present study included 4,051
children, 2,094 boys and 1,957 girls, who were 6 to 14

years of age during the survey year, 1998. Of the total
children, 6.1% (242) had participated in a- Head start
program, 47.6% (1,884) had participated in some type of
preschool program, and the remaining 46.3% (1,835) had
not participated in any form of preschool program.
Data Collection and Instruments

Data for this study was obtained from the Child and
Mother Supplement of the National Longitudinal Survey
Children and Youth (NLSY79). The Child Supplement to the

National Longitudinal Survey of Youth/1979 Cohort was

designed to obtain information about the biological
children of the female NLSY79 respondents. If contains
information on a battery of cognitive, socio-emotional,
physiological assessment administered to NLSY79 mothers
and their children in 1998. This portion of the survey

also focused on questions regarding child background,
child heath, child assessment, child schooling, locating
information, interviewer evaluation of testing
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conditions, home observation and interviewer remarks
(Center of Human Resource Research, 2000).

The Mother Supplement to the National Longitudinal

Survey 'of Youth/i979 Cohort was designed to obtain
iriformation about the biological children of the female

NLSY79 respondents. This Supplement was completed by the
mother or guardian of each child and focused on

questions about the child's home environment, school and
family background, temperament or behavior, measures of
motor-social-cognitive development, and emotionalbehavior problems (Center of Human Resource Research,
2000; U.S. Department of Labor, 2000).
Interviews were administered through a computerassisted interviewing technique (CAPI), although some

cases were done over the telephone. This procedure
reduces the hesitation on the part of respondents and

thus increases the reliability of data, especially on
sensitive subjects.

.

This was the most current and up-to-date data

available on Head Start and cognitive and social

functioning of children in United State's. Most previous
studies on Head Start have focused on small geographic

regions and specific racial groups. The present study
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focused at the national level, focusing primarily on

children, 6 to 14 years, from various racial origins.
Dependent Variables

There are four dependent variables (measures of
child outcomes) in this study. The first three (Peabody
Individual Achievement Test Mathematics score, Peabody

Individual Achievement Test Reading Comprehension score,
and Peabody Individual Achievement Test Reading

Recognition score) are indicators of cognitive
functioning (U.S. Department of Labor, 2000, p.48) and
are based on specific tests administered to children 5

years and over. The fourth dependent variable (Behavior
Problem Index) is a measure of social functioning of
children 4 years and over (U.S. Department of Labor,

2000, p.48). For each measure a total raw score was
calculated for every child who completed the test. The
score used in this study is the normed percentile
scores. Normalized percentile was derived on age-

specific basis, from the child's raw score. This allowed
for comparison to be made across groups. The completion
rates for these tests were high, at 88-89 percent and
there were little differences between the white, black

and Hispanic completion rates. These measures are
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considered highly reliable and valid assessments that
have been exterisively used for research purposes (Center
for Human Resource Research, 2000, p. 60-64).
The Peabody Individual Achievement
Test Mathematics score. The Peabody Individual

Achibyement {PIAT) Mathematics scale mbasures a child< s
attainment in mathematics as taught in mainstream

education. It consists of eighty-four multiple-choice
items of increasing difficulty. It begins with such

early skills as recognizing numerals and progress to;
measuring advanced concepts in geometry and

trigonometry. The child looks at each problem and then
chooses an answer by pointing to or naming of four

options. (Center for Human Resource Research, 2000, p.
62)(see Appendix A)
-

The Peabody Individual Achievement
Test Reading Comprehension score. The Peabody

Individual Achievement (PIAT) reading comprehension test
was administered to children who scored 19 or higher on

the reading recognition test, described later. This
scale measures a child's ability to derive meaning from
sentences that are read silently.

Sixty-six items were

used in the test. For each of the 66 items of increasing

difficulty, the child silently reads a sentence once and
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then selects one of four pictures, which portrays the

meaning of the sentence. Children who score less than 19
on Reading Recognition were assigned their reading
recognition score as their reading comprehension score
(Center for Human Resource Research, 200-0) (see Appendix
A).

The Peabody Individual Achievement
Test Reading Recognition score. The Peabody

Individual Achievement (FIAT) reading recognition test
was administered to measure word recognition and

pronunciation ability. The FIAT reading recognition
contains eighty-four items, each with four options,
which increase in difficulty from preschool to high
school levels. Skills assessed include matching letters,

naming names, and reading single words aloud (Center for
Human Resource Research, 2000). (see Appendix A).
Behavioral Problem Index. In order to measure

social functioning, the Behavioral Problem Index (BPI)
was used. The BPI measures the frequency, range and type

of childhood behavior problems. The BPI is a summary
score of 28 questions dealing with specific behavioral

problems (Center for Human Resource Research, 2000). The
Behavior Problem summary score is based on responses
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from the mothers to 28 questions (see Appendix A)
dealing with specific behaviors that children age four
and over may have exhibited in the previous three
months. Three response categories ("often true,
sometimes true, and not true) were used in the

questionnaire.
Reponses to each of the 28 items have been
dichotomized and summed to produce an index for each
child. Each item answered "often" or "sometimes true"

was given a score of one, each item answered "not true"
was given a score of zero. Thus higher scores represent
a greater level of behavioral problem.
The Behavioral Problem Index is a composite measure
of six dimensions of social functioning: antisocial

behavior, anxiousness/depression, headstrongness,
hyperactivity, dependent and peer conflict (see Appendix
B for description of variables). These dimensions
measure how an individual functions at emotional and

behavioral levels in various social situations. This may
be described as an ability that is acquired largely

through socialization and family environment and to some
extent genetic factors.
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Cognitive functioning is distinct from social
functioning. The former measures,individual intellectual
and scholastic abilities, which are more closely tied to

formal education, a specific course of study, and the
content of standard textbooks. These are not stable over

time and are influenced by instruction and training
(Guo, 1988).
Independent Variables

The variable of central interest in this study is

the type of preschool experience of children. This is a
categorical variable, which includes three types of
preschool experience: participation in a Head Start
program, participation in some other form of preschool
program, and no participation in any preschool program.

Two questions were used to identify children who
attended Head Start and Other preschool: "Did your child

ever attend Head Start?" and " Did your child ever
attend preschool?" These questions Were asked in 1988,

1990, 1992, 1994, 1996, and 1998 (see Appendix A for
survey questions and Appendix B for description of
variables)..
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Control Variables

In addition to standard demographic variables such

as age, sex, and race (black, Hispanic, non-black-nonHispanic), the following variables were used for
statistical controls:

Maternal age. This refers to the age (in years) of
mother at birth of the child. Studies (Geronimus &

Koreman & Hillemeier, 1994; Furstenberg & Brooks-Gunn &
Chase-Lansdale, 1989) have shown that the age at which

mother gives birth to the child has a significant impact
on the child's social and cognitive development. It has
been found repeatedly, bhat children born to teen mothers

do not to perform as well in school as children born to,
older mothers. On average, children of young mothers

score poorly on,cognitive and socio-emotional measures
and are at higher risk of poor school achievements than
children of older mothers. This is largely due to the

fact that younger mothers are emotionally less prepared

for motherhood and lack adequate parenting skills or
other resources than they would have if they had
children at a later age. Also, younger mothers are not

financially and educationally secure to provide quality
life to their children. Thus the child's quality of life
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is greatly affected, resulting in poor performance not

only in school but also in the social arena.
Mother^s education. In this study mother's

education refers to her highest grade of schooling

completed at the 1998 interview. It is a well-known fact
that mother's education has a profound effect on

cognitive abilities of children. Studies (Werner, 1985)
have also shown that less education of mothers increases

the probability of child experiencing behavior problems.
Educated mothers are more likely to obtain better paying

jobs and ensure financial security. Thus they are able

provide good quality schooling to their children. Also,
financial security allows them to live in a better
neighborhood, which enforces good social behavior.
Number of children. This refers to number of

biological children in mother's household in 1996.
Studies (Guo, 1998) show that larger the number of

children in the family, the poorer the child quality.

Large number of children living in the same household
hinders the cognitive and social development of

children. Again, this is largely due to the fact that at

a given resource level, quality upbringing cannot be
provided to a large number of children.
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Father^s presence. This variable refers to whether
or not the child's father lives in the household.

Studies have shown that the father<s absence has a

strong negative impact on the development of children.
Children, boys in particular in mother-only family lack
a male role model, and consequently develop emotionalbehavioral problems.
:

V Parental involvement involvement. This refers to

the level of parental in children's school activity.

Higher parental involvement in children's schooling
results in higher level of performance in school and

less social behavioral problems. Parent involvement in a
child's education is known to make a difference in the

child's school performance. This could be in the form of

reaching out to school or managing the child's school
career (Muller,1995; Epstein, 1991). Muller (1995) using
data from the National Educational Longitudinal Study of

1988, examined the relationship between maternal
employment, parent involvement and mathematics
achievement. This study showed that there is a strong

positive association between mothers' involvement in
their child's activity and eight grade mathematics test ,
score. Children perform better on achievement tests when

mothers are employed part-time or not employed. Most
single mothers in order to' sustain themselves

economically are more likely to work full-time. Thus

they are less likely to be involved in their child's
school activity (e.g., volunteer in school, teacher's

meeting, etc.). Also, they are less likely to invest
supervised time after school, which results in poor
cognitive functioning and high level of behavioral
problems (see Appendix B for survey questions).
Analytic Procedure

Both descriptive and multivariate analytic

procedures have been employed. In order to present an
overall picture, the study begins with descriptive
analysis. However, in order to test various hypotheses
and to statistically control for a number of independent
variables simultaneously, the study has used multiple

regressions. This is an appropriate procedure as the
dependent variables were measured at the interval scale.
Because of the complex sampling design of the

survey, this study used a weighted sample for the

analysis. Cross-tabulations were based on full weighted
sample. However, regression analysis was,done only on

unweighted samples. It has been recommended, "if One is
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estimating a regression or similar model, weights should
not be used, or should only be used very cautiously. The
data set is rich in black and Hispanic cases. To avoid
over-representing these children, many users are

inclined to use weight analysis, an urge that we feel
should be resisted" (Center of Human Resource Research,
2000, p.26-27).

The analysis presented in this study was based on

the sample children who were 6-14 years of age in survey

year 1998. This age category was used so that, the sample
could consist of children who have graduated from Head

Start program or other forin of preschool program. Since
most Head Start participants are 3-5 years of age, the

study examined the impact of Head Start participation at
a later date.

This paper cGncentrated on the cognitive and social
functioning of all children who had participated in a

Head Start program, and compared their level functioning
with that of children who had participated in another

form of preschool program and those who had not

participated in a Head Start program or any other form
of preschool program.
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Methods of Analysis

Three statistical procedures were used to examine
the effect of Head start participation on a child's

cognitive and social functioning. Zero-order
correlations using Pearson's r were computed between

independent variables and measures of the cognitive and
social functioning. The study also examined the

correlations between independent variables themselves.

The hypotheses were then tested using ANOVA.

Finally,

multiple regression (ordinary least square) technique
was used to test the effects of Head Start controlling

for relevant background variables. This study used the
Statistical Program for Social Sciences program (SPSS)

to perform ANOVA and regression analysis, using ordinary
least squares.
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CHAPTER FIVE: RESULTS

Descriptive Analysis

This study included 3,961 children, aged 6 to 14

years. According to their preschool experiences, these
children were categorized into three groups (Appendix N,

Figure 1): children who had ever participated in a Head■
Start program (6.1%); those who had participated in some
other form of preschool program (47.6%); and those who
had not participated in any form of preschool program
(45.3%) . This picture is highly similar to a number of
other studies (Lee & Loeb, 1995; Currio & Thomas, 1995;
Currie & Thomas, 2000) .

As shown in Appendix C, Table 1, the overall sampie
was highly diverse in terms of demographic and family

characteristics. Of all children in the sample, 5^
(2,093) were boys, and 48.3% (1,957) were girls. The

mean age of these children was 10.3 years, with almost
half

(48.6%) concentrated in the age group 8 to 11. As

expected, the majority (79.0%) of them were from non-

Hispanic/ non-black background, while only 14 .0%. were
blacks and 7.0% are Hispanics.

The age at birth of mothers when children in the

sample were born varied between 19 and 35 years, with a
44
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mean age of 26.7 years.

Almost half (49.5%) of these

mothers had attained 9 to 12 years of schooling, while

slightly less than half (47.8%) had completed 13 or more
years of schooling; only a small proportion (2.7%) had
less than eight years of schooling.
Appendix C, Table 1:also presented information on
family background of the children.

Approximately two-

thirds (67.3%) of all children were living in households

where the father was present, while the remaining one-;
third was in households where the father was absent.

With respect to number of mother's biological children
living in the household in 1996, 54.8% had less than two
children living in the same household, while

45.2% had

more than three children. Approximately 47.5%

of all

respondents (usually mothers) indicated they were highly
involved in their children's school activities, while

just over fifty percent indicated low level of
involvement.

Demographic and family characteristics of children
vary markedly by their preschool experiences. As shown

in Appendix D, Table 2, compared with children with no
preschool experience or those with other preschool

experience, the Head Start group is over-represented by
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children with characteristics, which are known to be

highly correlated with poor cognitive and social
functioning. For example, 42% of all Head Start children
were of Hispanic and black racial origins, compared with
about 24% of those who did not have any preschool

experiences and only 16%.with some other kind of

preschool experience. The corresponding proportions of
children who were born to younger mothers, below 25

years, were 42%, 24%, and 23%, respectively. Similar
patteJ-AS were also seen in the case of children with
less educated (high school or below) mothers, at 74%
(Head start), 60% (no preschool), and 42% (other

preschool), respectively. The differences between the

three grbups were especially marked in the case of
children whose fathers were not present in the household
(72%, 32%, and 28%), and those with less involved

parehts in school activity (73%, 59%, and 44%). Compared
with:dhildr

with No school (50%) and Other preschool

(39%) experience. Head Start children also had larger
number of siblings (55%). As revealed in chi-square
values (see Appendix D, Table 2), the relationships
between ail independent variables and the three:types of

preschobl experiences were statistically significant
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Gender was the only variable that did not carry a

significant chi-square value, implying that there were

no significant differences between boys and girls in
terms of their differential participation in one or the
other types of preschool program.
The three groups of children also differed

significantly in terms of their cognitive and social
functioning. Appendix 0, Figure 2 shows the percentile
scores for these children on the three measures of

cognitive functioning, PIAT math, FIAT reading
recognition, and FIAT reading comprehension. It is clear
that on every measure, children who had ever

participated in Head Start program perform worse, while
children who had participated in some other form of

preschool program perform better; children who had not
participated in form of preschool program are somewhere
in the middle of the two groups, although closer to

those who had some preschool experience other than the
Head Start. On every measure the mean score of Head
Start children was less than half of all American

children, while the scores of children who had attended
some other form of preschool was higher. The performance
of Head Start children was worse on FIAT reading

:
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comprehension, with a mean percehtile score of 39.8,.

These observations'are suppbrtive of the first
hypothesis.

Similar patterns emerged for yarious measures of
social functioning

antisocial behavior,

anxiety/depression, headstrong behavior, hyperaetivity,
dependency, and peer conflict - although differences
between the three groups of children were not as marked.

As shown in Appendix P, Figure 3, on every measure the
mean score for Head Start children were at the higher

end of the scale, children with some other form of

preschool were at the lower end of the scale, and
children with no preschool experience were in the middle

of the two. This implies that compared with other groups
of children. Head Start children are more likely to

exhibit social behavioral problems. The most noticeable
feature of this analysis was the marked consistency of

the pattern in terms of various measures of social
functioning. Thus in order to avoid repetition, the

analysis that follows focuses on a composite measure of
social functioning, referred to as the Behavioral

Problem Index. As shown in Appendix P, Figure 3, the
mean percentile score on BPI is 66.5 for the Head Start
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children, 56.31 for children with some other form of

preschool experience, and 59.2 for children with no
preschool experience. This indicates th^t Head Start
children exhibit more social behavior problems than

those who attended other preschool program and those who

never attended any form of preschool program.. These
findings are also consistent with the first hypothesis.
Analysis of Variance

How significant are the differences between the
three groups in terms of cognitive and social
functioning? Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed
to find the answer. ANOVA results presented in Appendix

E, Table 3 indicate group differences are highly
significant for all measures discussed above.
The results showed a significant group difference
in PIAT math scores (F [2, 3542] = 46.75, £ <. 01), in

PIAT Reading Recognition scores (F [2, 3535] = 58.83, p
<. 01), and in PIAT Reading Comprehension scores (F [2,

3348] = 55.45, £ <. 01).

The result also showed that on

average. Head Start children scored significantly lower
on PIAT math (47.1), PIAT reading recognition (48.0) and

PIAT reading comprehension (39.8) than children who
participated other preschool program and those who did
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not participate in any preschool program. ' Also,
children who did not participate in any preschool

program, scored significantly less than children who
participated in some form of preschool program other
than Head Start. These results indicate that Head Start

children are more likely than other groups to perform
poorly on cognitive outcome measures.
ANOVA results also showed a significant group

difference on

Behavior Problem Index (F [2, 3718]\ =^

15.14, P <. 01). Head Start (66.5) children scored

significantly higher than children with no school

experience (59.2) an

other types of pfeschool

experience other than Head Start (56.3). These results ,/
showed that Head Start children are significantly more

likely than other groups to exhibit social behavioral
problems.

Before going into the reasons why the three groups
of children differ in terms of cognitive and social

functioning, it may be useful to examine performance
differential based on a selected variables.

Gender is a highly researched variable in

understanding cognitive and social functioning of
children. Because of their significant socialization and
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perhaps biosocial differences, boys and girls are likely
to exhibit distinct characteristics. Interestingly,

except for behavioral problems gender .differences were
rather small and not highly significant. As shown in

Appendix F, Table 4, Head Start male, children (71.27)
scored significantly higher than Head Start female
children on Behavior Problem Index (62.33); male

children with no preschool experience scored

significantly higher (62.00) than female children
(56.34). Surprisingly the performance score for males
and .females with other preschool experience was the same
(56.0).

Another general observation that emerged was that

even among their own gender groups. Head Start children
performed poorly on all measures of cognitive and social
functioning than other groups.
Racial background of children is perhaps the most
well known variable to be associated with cognitive and

social functioning of children in the United States. As
shown in Appendix G, Table 5, Hispanic (36.90) and black
(39.09) children with a Head Start experienced

significantly lower score than non-Hispanic and nonblack children (52.37) on FIAT Math. Although the
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differences between the racial groups are narrower in
the case of PIAT Reading Recognition (43.38, 41.39, and
51.80) and FIAT Reading Comprehension (38.60, 32.45, and
43.45), patterns were similar. Although the pattern \
remains, racial differences were much smaller when

social functioning of children was examined.

As expected even among their own racial groups.
Head Start children continued to perform more poorly

than other groups on all measures of cognitive and
social functioning.

Father's presence or absence is another crucial
variable for understanding cognitive and social

functioning of children. As expected, children who do
not have fathers living in the household performed

significantly worse than children who were living with
their fathers (see Appendix H, Table 6). However,

regardless of father's presence, the cognitive and
social performances of children from the three types of

preschool experiences were different from each other,
with the Head Start children lagging far behind.
Zero-order Correlation
The zero-order correlation coefficients between the

outcome variables and the remaining indejpendent

variables - which are on interval or ratio scales - are

presented in Appendix I, Table 7. The major independent
variable (Head Start), sex, race and father present
could not be used in the correlation analysis because of

the categorical nature of the variables.

Appendix I, Table 7 shows that although most of the
variables were only moderately or weakly correlated with
each other, they were statistically significant. The

strongest correlation was between the child's age and
the mother's education, at 0.73. In order to reduce the
level of multicollinearity, child's age was removed from

the multiple regression analysis presented later. It
must be noted that the correlation coefficients between

child's age and PIAT math (-0.05) and child's age and

PIAT reading recognition (-0.09) were very low and yet

highly significant. These results are functions of a
large sample size and must be interpreted with caution.
The table further shows that a positive and

significant correlation existed between mother's
education and measures of cognitive functioning. The
correlation between mother's education and social

functioning was significant and in expected direction,
but its magnitude was rather weak.
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Maternal age also had significant Gorrelations with
all measures of cognitive and social functioning,

although the magnitude was not impressive. That is, the

higher the mother's age at birth of the child, higher
the child's cognitive functioning and lower the social
behavior problems.
The correlation between number of children and the

three measures of cognitive functioning was negative and
significant. This means that the larger number of
children in the household, the poorer the performance in

PIAT math (-0.15), PIAT reading recognition (-0.15) and
PIAT reading comprehension (-0.15). The negative
correlation between the number of children and Behavior

Problem Index was weak and insignificant. The
correlation coefficient between number of children and

parental involvement was very low (-0.06) and yet highly

significant. Again, it must be noted that the result was
a function of a large sample size and must be

interpreted with caution.
Consistent with previous studies (Muller, 1995;

1993) parental,involvement was positively correlated
with all outcome measures. The greater the parental

inyolvement in children's school activities, the higher
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the percentile spore of children;!on, all cognitive
rneasures. , As expected, parental-involvement w.as

negatively (—0.19) associated with behavioral problems
of children. All correlations are highly significant.
The three measures of cognitive outcomes are

relatively strongly correlated with each other. The
correlation between PIAT math and both PIAT reading

recognition and PIAT reading Comprehension was about
0.60, whereas the correlation between PIAT reading

recognition and PIAT reading comprehension was 0.72.
This shows that the three measures are internally

consistent and generally reliable indicators of
children's cognitive functioning. Surprisingly, these
three measures were weakly associated with the
Behavioral Problem Index, their correlations varying

between -0.18 and -0.22. However as expected, the study
found that the better was one's cognitive functioning,

the lower are his/her behavioral problems.
The analysis thus far revealed clearly that the

cognitive and social performance of Head Start
participants was worse on all four-outcome measures, and

that of children who participated in other preschool
program other than the Head Start was superior. The
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performance of childreh who did hot attend any form
preschool program falls somewhere in the middle, though
closer to that of childreh who had been exposed to some

other kind of preschool program. These findings are

supportive of the first hypothesis.
Multiple Regression Analysis

Because of their descriptive nature and without any

rigorous statistichl cQntrois, the above analyses do not
present enough information for explainihg Why children

perform the way they do. Thus in the following
paragraphs, the focus will be on the results of multiple
regression analysis.

As mentioned in the earlier chapter,!the major

independent variable - type of pfeschooi - is not on
interval or ratio scale measurement. Because of its

categorical scale of measurement, a dummy variable was

created for the purpose of regression analysis. Thus,
the category 'children with no preschool experience' was

the 'reference category' against which the other two
categories (children with Head Start experience and
those with some other form of preschool experience) are
compared.
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The variables included in the regression analysis

Model; !■ a

are presented firstr

which represent a separate regression analysis. The

second regression analysis differs from the first in
that all control variables are now included in the

regression.

■

Each model in every table presents both

unstandardized regression (B) coefficients, standardized

regression (Beta) coefficients and t-statistics.
Unstandardized coefficient indicates the amount of

change (increase,or decrease) in the dependent variable
(e.g., math score) for one-unit difference in the
independent variable (e.g., years of schooling) ,
controlling for the other independent variables in the
model. In Model 2 of Table 8, for example, for every one

year increase in mother's education, there was an
increase of 1.31 points increase in percentile score on

PIAT math performance of children; this coefficient was
statistically significant at .01 level as shown by the
t-value of 8.58. In the case of categorical (dummy)

independent variable, the regression coefficient for a
specific category was compared with the reference

category, which carries a value of 1.0 (Bohrnstedt and
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Knoke, 1998:409-411). For example, compared with boys,

the percentile score of girls was 2.04 points lower, but
the difference between the two sexes, was only marginally

significant (at .10 level). However, the interpreta^
standardized (Beta) coefficients was somewhat differentV
in the case of mother's education for example, one finds
that each standard deviation change in education of

mothers, results in 0.038 standard deviation change in
the math score of children.

The.fibst column in Model-1 of Appendix Jy Table 8

;thaf doeS; nbf include any control Variables, shows that
compared with those with no preschool experience, Head
start children score 6.61 percentile points lowef,
whereas those with some other form of preschool

experience score 7.49 percenti1e points higher on PIAT
Math. The regression coefficients are highly

significant, implying that the performance level of Head
Start children was significantly poorer than children

with no school experience, while that of children with
some form of preschool experience was significantly
better in terms of mathematical abilities. Model 2

presents the results of the multiple regression analysis
of math performance in relation to the type of preschool

experience of children, controlling for a number of
independent variables. In this equation, the gap between
Head Start children and children with no school

experiences (reference category) reduces to just one
percentile point, which was statically not significant
(t = -0.583). This observation suggests the lower math

performance of Head Start children than children with no
school experience that was observed in Model 1, was

largely due to various background variables. That is, if
the effects of control variables were held constant.
Head Start children are no different from those without

any preschool experiences.
It is interesting to note that the coefficient for
children with some other form of preschool experiences

was also reduced substantially, from 7.49 in the first
model to 3.08 in the second model, but it remained

statistically significant. It appears that although

better performance of these children was no doubt due to
their advantageous social and family backgrounds, their
superiority over others was maintained even when
background characteristics are held constant.
As expected, the R-square increased when all

independent variables were included in the model. While
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preschool program alone explained only 2.7% of the
variance in the PIAT math scores, the inclusion of all

other independent variables explained 17% of the
variance in math scores.

It may be useful to note that although the role of
all control variables was significant in this process,

parental involvement (Beta = 0.08), mother's educational
level (Beta= 0.16), and black (Beta = -0.26) and

Hispanic racial (Beta = -0.17) origins made the largest
contribution. These findings clearly support the second

hypothesis, in that the poor performance of Head Start
children was largely due their unfavorable maternal and

family background, and racial origin, whereas the better
performance of children with other forms of preschool
was due to their relatively advantageous background.

Control variables seem to play similar roles in.
understanding the relationship between type of preschool
experience and two other cognitive outcome measures. Ks

revealed in Appendix K, Table 9 and Appendix L, Table

10, there was shrinkage of regression coefficients from
zero-order level to partial level, which also supports

the second hypothesis. However in the case of both PIAT

reading comprehension and PIAT reading recognition. Head

... .
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start, children were significantly behind, while others
were ahead even when background Gharacteristics were
held constant. As shown in Model 2, compared with

children with no school experiences. Head Start children

scored 6.24 percentile points less on PIAT reading
comprehension and 4.94 percentile points less on PIAT
reading recognition.

Again, preschool experience algne explained only
3.4% and 2.8% of the variance in the PIAT reading

comprehension and PIAT reading recognition,
respectively. These values increased to 21.2% and to
14.6% when all variable were included in the model.

Consistent with the third hypothesis, there was no

significant relationship between the type of preschool

experience and social functioning of children. Again,
the variance explained by type of preschool alone was
very weak.
As shown in Model 1 of Table 11, the three groups

of children were significantly different from each other
on the Behavioral Problem Index (BPI); however, when

background variables were held constant, the differences
were reduced to triviality. As shown in Model 2 of

Appendix M, Table 11, family background was mainly
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responsible for this observation. Controlling for all
other variables, the Behavioral Problem Index was

significantly lower {-3.5 percentile points) for
children whose parents were more involved in their

school activities score than those whose parents are not
as involved. The index was also significantly lower (5.4
percentile points) for children whose fathers are
present than those who fathers are absent. These two

variables carry relatiyely large standardized regression
coefficients (Beta being -0.15 and -0.09). Coefficients
for maternal age, maternal educationy and number of

children were also significant and in expected negative
directions. Interestingly, race did not play any

significant role in explaining behavioral problem. These
findings are of special importance, clearly showing that
the behavioral problems of Head Start children were

fully explained by their deprived family background. Had
these children not come from one parent (mother-only)
households, or did not have less involved parents,
younger and less educated mothers, and larger number of

siblings, they would have been as good as any other
children in terms of their behavior. These observations

are supportive of the fourth hypothesis.

.
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CHAPTER SIX: DISCUSSION

This paper addressed four main questions: (1) Do
children who attended a Head Start program perform

poorly on measures of cognitive functioning than
children who attended some other types of preschool

program or those who attended any form of preschool
program? (2) Do children who attended a Head Start
program lag behind on social functioning, by
experiencing greater social behavioral problems? (3)
What are the contributions of children's racial,

maternal and family characteristics on the poor

performance of Head Start children? (4) Are family
characteristics of greater importance in explaining the
relationship between the type of preschool experiences
and social functioning than that between the type of

preschool experiences and cognitive functioning?
The general finding was that Head Start children

performed poorer on measures of cognitive and social
functioning than children who had attended other
preschool and children who had not attended any form of
preschool program.

The study found that on all measures of cognitive
and social functioning, children who attended other
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preschool programs performed^ b

than children who

did not attend any form of preschool program or those , ,
that attended Head Start programs only. This finding
Shows that quality preschooling is of significant
importance to children.
The study also found that compared with other
variables in the model, the main independent variable -

the type of preschool experience alone- was a weak

predictor of both cognitive and social filnctipning of
children.

In terms' of explaining the importance of variables,

the study found racial background and mother's level of
education to be the most important predictors of the

cognitive functioning math ability, reading recognition,
and reading comprehension. That black and Hispanic
children perform significantly poorer than white
childfen is not a new finding. Previous:research (Guo,

1998; Muller, 1995; Lee & Brooks^Gunn & Schnur & Liaw,

1990) has consistently shown that black and Hispanic

children usually lag behind white children on various
measures of cognitive and ability tests, and the

findings of this study are no exception.
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Another finding was that the higher the education
of the mother, the smarter the children. Again, this is
not new. Earlier studies (Guo, 1998) have shown that

children born to and brought up by highly educated

mothers are not only socialized differently, but receivev
higher social and economic support from their parents in
Sdhool activities and attainment of other skills.

Maternal age (age at which mother gave birth to the
child in study) was important in predicting PIAT reading
comprehension only. It is also well known that the older
the mother at time birth, the better the performance of

the child. This finding is highly consistent of the
previous research (Guo, 1998; Chase-Lansdale & BrooksGunn & Paikoff, 1991; Roosa et al., 1982; Hofferth,

1987), which links younger motherhood to lower ability
and achievement of children and older motherhood with

better quality of children.

The study also found that larger numbers of

siblings are detrimental to the cognitive and social
performance of children. These findings are highly
consistent with the literature (Guo, 1998) on the impact

of sibling size and cognitive, social and behavioral
outcomes of children. Not only do larger number of
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siblings create a less stimulating learning atmosphere
in the family, they also dilute material resources
devoted to children.

Father's presence (or absence) and parental
involvement in children's school activities are last in

the order of importance in explaining children's

cognitive functioning. Children, who live with motheronly families, were significantly behind those living in
two-parent familiesi Greater involvement of parents in
their children's school activities was also found to be

conducive to the better cognitive development of
children.

In explaining social functioning of children, the
study found family characteristics (for example,

parental involvement and father present) rather than
race, maternal age, or maternal education to be of a

greater importance. Consistent with some previous
research (Campbell, 1995), the study found that social

behavioral problems are more strongly influenced by
family events such as father's presence and parental
involvement.

^

.

It must be emphasized, however, that the major

purpose of this research was not to identify the best
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predictors of children's cognitive and social
functioning, nor was the study interested in finding the
best fitting model. The major interest of this study was
to find out what role these variables play in

understanding the relationship between the type of

preschool experience and children's performance. That
is, do Head Start children perform poorly and those with
other types of preschool experiences perform better,
even when they come from similar social and family
backgrounds?

The study found that Head Start children indeed

perform poorly on air measures of cognitive functioning
compared to not only children who had attended other
forms of preschool programs but also than those who had

never attended any form of preschool program. This

happened even when background characteristics were held
constant.. This was consistent with the second

hypothesis. The most important backgrQund variables that
contributed to Head Start children's poorer performance

included their racial (black and Hispanic) origins,
lower education of their mothers, father's absence, and

lower involvement of parents in their children's school
activities.
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It is interesting to note, however, that despite

their deprived conditions. Head Start children did not
show excessive social behavioral problems; they were at

par with other children on the measure of behavioral

problem index. Consistent with the fourth hypothesis, it
was found that family characteristics (parental
involvement and father present) were of greater

importance than maternal characteristics and racial
origin in explaining the relationship between Head Start
and social functioning, while the converse was true in
the case of the relationship between Head Start and
cognitive functioning.

Why do Head Start children perform poorly on

measures of cognitive functioning, whereas children with
some other types of preschool experiences retain their
lead even when the effects of a number of background
variables are held constant? The first obvious answer to

this question is the omission of some other pertinent
control variables in the model, as revealed in a rather

low explained variance (R-square). It is highly likely
that variables such as poverty and inner city
neighborhood could be playing important roles in the
poorer performance of Head Start children. Head Start

"

:
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children are likely to only interact with other poor
children. In fact, many low status children may be

restricted to playing with other low-status children who

presumably have/ limited social skills. Low status

children are typidally described as being more likely to
use aggressive inappropriate behaviors and having poor

probiem-solvihg skills - (Heeler

1997),: Social ddmpetence

is generally acquired in play activities and social

dhteractions with pther children and youth.
be argued that if these variables were included in the
model, the gap between Head Start children and other
children would have disappeared completely.

It is also likely that Head Start children go on to
attend schools of inferior quality than other children.
As Currie and Thomas' (2000) analysis of the 1988 wave
of the National Educational Longitudinal Survey
revealed. Head Start black children go on to attend

schools of worse quality than other black children.

Perhaps their deprived family background does not allow
them to enter high quality schools once they come out of

the Head Start program. Conversely, the superior
cognitive performance of children who attended a

preschool other than Head Start can be attributed to
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their better school quality as well as their privileged

family environment and neighborhood. It is also likely
that the beneficial effects of preschool experiences do

not fade out as quickly for these children because of
the healthy environment they are consistently exposed
to.

.

, ."v.

Thus for preschool experiences to be of benefit for
the cognitive development of children, they have to be

Of adequate quality. The beneficial effects of preschool
programs cannot be retained unless post-school
environment are of quality. As Ellsworth and Ames (1998)
assert, subsequent transitional projects need to be

developed for strengthening both social and academic
effects.

The finding that Head Start children are as good as
others on the measure of social functioning as measured
by the Behavioral Problem Index, indicates that the
benefits of the Head Start program should not be
underestimated. It is likely that if Head Start children

did not go to a preschool program, their performance
would have been worse than what is observed otherwise.

As Carnegie Corporation (1996) observed, intervention
with disadvantaged families and their young children is
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essential for providing a healthy foundation for future
child development.

However, the general findings of this research show
the need for an overall evaluation of the quality of the

Head Start program itself. From a cost-benefit point of
view, given the billions of dollars invested in the
program, Head start participants do not seem to be
benefiting once they enter the regular public school.
Thus further research needs to be done on the transition

to public school, quality of schooling after graduation,
level of parental involvement before and after

graduation, the effects better staff training for Head
Start teachers, and a continuing intervention after
graduation to maintain the effects gained by the Head
Start program. Are institutions providing Head Start
services fully equipped with adequate preschool

facilities? Are teachers engaged in Head Start schooling
adequately trained for providing early childhood
education? What are the follow-up facilities available
to Head Start graduates and their families? What is an

ideal length of the Head Start program? How integrated
are these programs with regular schools?
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CHAPTER SEVEN: CONCULSION

;

Head Start

participation on the GOgnitive and Sdcial functioning of
children 6 to 14 years of age in the United States. This
was done by comparing various outcome measures of three

groups of children: children who had attended a Head
Start program, those who had attended some other form of
preschool program, and those who had not attend any

preschool program. This study analyzed the National
Longitudinal Survey of Children and Youth, 1998, using
various statistical techniques, including simple cross
tabulations, analysis of variance, and multiple

regressions. The study found that children who
participated in a Head Start program performed poorly on

cognitive functioning, whether it is measured by math
ability, reading recognition, or reading comprehension.
They lagged significantly behind children who attended
some other form of preschool program, as well as those
who had not attended any preschool program. However, the

study also found that the gap between the three groups

of children was largely attributable to the differences
in their racial, maternal and family backgrounds. To a

large extent, the poor performance of Head Start

children on math ability, reading recognition, and
reading comprehension, was because most of these
children come from minority (black and Hispanic) groups,
were born to less educated and younger mothers, had

larger number of siblings, and lived in households where
the father was absent and parents were not highly
involved in their children's school activities.

Wheh controlled for family Gharacteristics, the
diffetehces between the three groups of children were

hot at all si^

in terms of social functioning,:

which was measured by an index of behavioral problem—a
composite measure: of hyperactivity, emotional anxiety,

depehdehcyy headstrong attitude, and peer conflict. The
study also found that social behavioral problems were

more strongly influenced by family events such as
father'S presence and parental involvement. This finding
clearly suggests that Head Start children are no
different from other children in terms of social

behavioral problems.
It is CQncluded that the Head Start children

perform poorer on cognitive measures than other children
because of a number of unmeasured background variables,
especially poverty, deprived neighborhood, and quality

y
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of the Head Start program. Schooling after Head Start

graduation is likely to be another important reason why
the Head Start children show poorer performance. It is
reasonable to argue that since most graduates of the
Head Start program belong to minority groups and
underprivileged families, they cannot afford to enter

high quality schools, and consequently either they do
not retain what they had learned during the Head Start
stage or they acquire characteristics, which are not

conducive to healthy cognitive development.

This research suggests that programs and policies

should invest resources at both early and later stages
on the lives of Head Start children. While Head Start

may exert immediate positive impact on children's

development, the effect will fade away if children and
parents are not helped to preserve the skills children

have learned. Social work practitioners should be

involved in providing aftercare services to the
graduates of the Head Start program and their families,
so that the effects of the Head Start are retained after

graduation.
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Recommendations

It is recommended that parent involvement component

of the Head Start program should be:given greater
emphasis. Although the Head Start program stresses

parent participation and involvement, attempts should be
made to provide parents with knowledge that would enable
them to develop a favorable environment for their
children. Parents can also be involved in Head Start in

a variety of ways: advisory board membership; classroom
teachers, volunteers, and aides; participants in parent

meetings; participation in structured parent programs.
Since the effect of Head Start is temporary and

fades away once the child has moved away from the

program, it is imperative that subsequent transitional
projects are developed to help children retain the
skills they have learned. Social workers need to be

heavily involved at this stage to help children and
their families. Also, some kind of after care program

and follow-up services need to be provided to these
children for a smooth transition from Head Start to

usual schools. Continuing intervention should be used to

maintain the gains achieved before entry into the public
schools.

:

,
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Reduction in classroom size is another area that

needs to be emphasized.

It is more important to serve

fewer children and do well, than to admit more children

and serve them badly. On the average, the classroom size
of Head Start is about 20 children. Size of other

preschools is generally smaller, which is partly because
these preschool programs are private.
Teacher's salaries should be increased. Because

Head Start is a federally funded program, salaries are

generally lower than private preschool programs. Thus
highly qualified teachers choose not to teach in such a

program. Increased salary is Likely to attract highly
qualified teachers. Because Head Start children are from

deprived family backgrounds, teachers in Head Start

programs may be required to devote greater attention to
children than in other schools. In order to motivate

teachers to treat children with special care, they have
to be paid well.

Finally, there is a need for greater investment in
training for Head Start teachers. In view of the fact

that Head Start children are a special group, their
teachers need to be trained in special ways. Special
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training plus refresher courses to these teachers should
be emphasized.
Implication for Social Work Practice

Social workers have been minimally invblved in the
Head Start program (Frankel, 1997). In light of the
complex mix of racial, social, economic and family

backgrounds, which influence Head Start children and
their families, it is critical that social work

professionals along with paraprofessionals are included
in Head Start (Wall, et al., 2000). This opens up

opportunities for social workers to get involved in
providing intervention at both macro and micro levels.
In order to improve the Head Start program, the
macro social worker can take on the roles of a research

analyst. As a research analyst, the social worker can
analyze the collected data, present the results to

policy makers and make recommendation for program

changes.

Social workers can get involved in policy

change and program redesign. They can request smaller

classroom sizes, increase teacher pay, and increases in
resources. These social workers can place greater

emphasis on the need for greater parental involvement.
Although one of the major components of the program is
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parental involvement, it is not well documented to what
extent the parents are actually involved. If parents are
more involved during the early years and recognize the

importance, they are likely to maintain that practice
once the child enters the regular school system.

Social workers can get involved in evaluation of
various local Head Start programs and determine if they

are meeting the requirements as indicated in the Head
Start Act. This could be done by distributing structured
surveys to parents and teachers regarding their level of

satisfaction with the program. Results may Indicate if
and where changes are required in order to further

improve the Head Start program,
Social workers can act as change agents in schools.

As change agents, school social workers can expand their
role beyond provision of direct services to Head Start
participants who are at-risk children.

Most Head Start

students need assistance with social and emotional

problems to succeed and flourish at school. School
social workers can be in the forefront of change by
providing appropiriate services these children. Head

Start children should be given extra attention once they
enter the regular elementary school.
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The social worker can monitor the local Head Start

program. This would assure that the Head Start program

stays on-track, meets its goals for service and remains

responsive to both the community needs. Monitoring can
be done through observation, by conducting informal
interviews with both teachers and parents and by

completing a structured documentation form.
Social workers can also get involved at the micro
level. First, they can encourage parental involvement in
school activities once the child graduates from Head

SItart program. Second, social workers can increase

support for families' social and economic selfsufficiency, particularly for teen parents and in areas
of high unemployment. Third, social workers can help

parents obtain jobs; The overall soTution to child
poverty is employment and a decent income. Social
workers can help by identifying available jobs,
developing job search and interview skills to enhance

the probability of being hired when a possible job is
found, providing resources to obtain training in skills
necessary for specific jobs. Finally, social workers can
take the role of an educator. In order to deal with

behavioral social problems, social workers can be active
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participants in community work. They can get involved in
educating parents about the importance of good behavior
and how they should actively be involved in their
children's lives, especially school activities when
Children have graduated from Head Start.
Contribution to Social Work
Practice and Research

This study will contribute to social work practice
in the following the ways: First, this study shows that
there is a need for development, improvement or

enhancement of Head Start programs. The study finds that
Head Start is indeed useful for children from deprived

fami1y socioeconomic backgrounds; if these children were
not provided Head Start services, their outcomes would
have been worse. Social work practitioners and program

managers need to emphasize the need for such programs.

The study found that,not only do Head Start children

perform worse than children who attended other forms of
preschool programs, but also those who did not attend a

preschool program. This means that Head Start is not j

,

without flaws. Results suggest that there is a real need
to evaluate the effectiveness of the program. Is it

doing what is supposed to be doing? Why should the gains
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of the programs fade away quickly after children move
away from the program and face the real academic
setting? What should be done so that gains of the
program are retained and millions of dollars spent on
the program does not go wasted? Perhaps the program
needs to be redesigned. Second, this study unravels

myths about the unique personality characteristics of
Head start children. As revealed in the analysis of

social functioning, these children are normal in terms

of social behaviGralprobiems. Social work practitioners
need to know that Head Start children have to be treated

like other children from deprived family backgrounds

ratherv than like pfpblemi childreh. Third, resuits of ' '
this study are important from the point of public
policy. The study found consistently that some form of
preschool program is certainly beneficial to the
development of children. Policy makers need to be aware
of the fact that poor performance of Head Start children
is not because of Head Start per se, but largely because

of these children's deprived socioeconomic backgrounds.
There is a need to develop a comprehensive preschool
program, such that no distinctions are made between day
care and other types of preschool programs. Perhaps,
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there is a need to re-label this program; there may be

some stigma attached to the term Head Start. Perhaps,

the label preschool program is enough. There is a need
to eliminate the distinction between the Head Start and

other forms of preschool programs. Finally, this study
will influence social work research related to child

development. Results of this study will help fill in the
gap of social work research in the area of child

development, especially those related to evaluation
research.

Limitations of the study

There are two obvious limitations to the study.

First, in spite of the large national data set, the
sample size for Head Start children is rather small
(242); it is not large enough to allow us to test many

interesting hypotheses about the reasons why Head Start
differ among racial and ethnic group, why the effects of
Head Start fade away with advancing age, and so on. The
second limitation is that it is diffiGult to evaluate

the long-term impacts of Head Start on social and

cognitive functioning. Previous research indicates that
the impact is stronger immediately after participation
but fades away over time. Barnett (1995) in his review
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of 36 studies found that early childhood programs

produce large short-term benefits for children on
cognitive functioning. A study of older children and
adults, who have participated:in a Head Start program,

may be more revealing in evaluating the effect of the

program on their social and cognitive functioning.
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APPENDIX A: SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE

N0RC:4822
0MB:1220-0109

EXP:12/31/1998
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MOTHER SUPPLEMENT

For CNIdren from Birth - Age 14

Round 18

NI.SY79-1998

Center For Human Resource Research

NORC
University of Chicago

THE Ohio State UNivERsny
iNTERVlEWER USE ON

□□□□□□

CODE ONE:

SELFADMINIStERED
CASE ID

INTERVIEWER ADMINISTERED
TELEPHONE ADMINISTERED
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MOTHER SUPPLEMENT
INTERVIEWER: READ TO MOTHER/dUARDIANI

ihrrRODUGTION TO THE l\^OTHEI^^^
there arefive sections in this booklet,each ene for ctiildren of different ages. You do only
: certain pails of the booklet,according to the age of yourchild;
Your child's name is written on the parts you cornplete. Please double check that your
child's narne appears on the sectionsIntended for his or her age group.;

If any question is notciear, pleasecircle the question and ask me about it when you have
:

finished the bookfet;

Now,turn to the part ofSECTION 1:THE HOMEthat has your child's
nameonit:

1. If yoiir child has not yet had (his/her)3rd birthday, use PART A,page 3.

2. If your child is at least3years old but has not had (his/her)6th birthday, usePART B,

'•

pageTt.v;; „

'

3. If your child is at least6 years did but has not had(his/her)1,0th birthday, use PART C,
-

pageT9.,' -^'';

,

,

4. If your ehild has had his/her 10th birthday, use PARTD,page 31.

HAND MOTHER SUPPLEMENT TO MOTHER
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,

^(CHILD'S FULL NAME)

1.-

ISTHIS MSBEING COMPLETED THE SAME DAY ASTHE CS
(CHILD CAP!INTERVIEW)?

••.••••••••(SKIP TO Q.5)

YES .

-^

NO...

3. record DATE THIS SUPPLEMENT IS BEING
' COMPLETED.

year

month

day

i. record CHILD'S DOB FROM CHILD FACESHEET

MONTH DAY

A rRECORD CHILD'S AGE IN YEARS AND MONTHS FROM
AGE CALCULATOR
COMPUTE
SUBTRACTING
0-4OR
FROM
Q.3,1 CHILD S AGE BY

MONTHS DAYS

6. CROUE
AOE..PPROPRI.TESECT,ONEON
MSCHART. WRITECHILD'S NAME AT
TOP OF appropriate
SEGTIONS.
7. WRITEIN FULLNAMEOFperson COMPLETINGTHISSUPPLEMENT
~(FULL name ofMOTHER/GUARDIAN)

8. WHAT ISTHISPERSON^^^^TOCW
SdEWEF^OMLIST BELOW.(IF NECESSARY.ASK R I
(RELATIONSHIP TO GHILD)

..4

Mother

BROTHER;

♦v..5
..6

SISTER

GRANDFATHER.......8

UNCLE

.... 12

AONT

....13

GREAT UNCLE

.... 14

GREAT AUNT

... 15

COUSIN

16

aTHERRELATIVE

^

STEPFATHER,....:.-37 FOSTER FATHER..... 50
STEPMOTHER......... 38 FOSTER MOTHER ...51
STEPBROTHER ....,:.39 GUARDIAN ............ 54
STEPSISTER.

40

othernonrEiative

GRANDMOTHER..,..:9

86 . .

56

CS98CMd Badgnmiid

"CS-5C.
CAPICHECK:CAICVIATEAGEOpCHILD.
Lead&i(^:CS-5B[{q
CS-5D

Lead IKs):CS-SCfDefitult]
CS-5E
[F

inoidhs. Istbatcmect?

QUESTION ANDENTERTHECOBRBCTBIRIHDATE.
Lead In(s):CS-^pe&ult]
De&ult Next Question: CS-6
PILLAGE-YRS

INTERVIEWHl:ENTERTEARS;CODE00=LESS THAN ONE YEAR. MONTHS APPEAR
ON NEJCT SCREEN.

Entg answer: I

I I

L«idln(0:CS-5BlP^ih]
FILLAOT-MOS

INTER\TEWER:

MONTHS.

Eitteranswer: [|I

Lead In(s):FIIIAGE-YRS[De6ult]
De&ult Next Questioix FIIIAGE^ALC
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SECTION 4: BEHAVIOR PBOBLEIVlS INDEX
FOROT^

——, '

——-——
,

who is at least4years old or older.

(ChildName)

INSTRUCTIONSTO MOTHER
(If your child has hot yet had his/her4th birthday,ther1 you arefinished with this booklet.)
Thesestatementsareaboutbehavior probieiT^ anychildren have.
As you read each sentence,decide which phrase best describes your child's behaviorover
the lastthree months. Then circle the numberttlat goes with the answer you choose.

If any question is notclear,please cirdethe question number and ask the interviewer abouitit
when you havefinishklthe booklet.

1.

He/She hassudden changesin mood orfeeling.
(Circle Only One)

Sometimestrue

...2V,

Nottrue

2.

He/shefeelsorcornpialnsthatno one loves hlrn/her
(Circie Only One)
Often true

i

Sometimestrue
Nottrue................

I

PLEASE TURN TO NBCT PAGE
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SECTION 4:BEHAVIOR PROBLEMSINDEX,continued
FOR CHILDREN WHO ARE 4 YEARS -14 YEARS

3.

He/she is rather high Strung,tense and nervous.
(Circle Only One)
Oftentrue

—

-

^

Sometimestrue

*

Nottrue

4.

.......3

He/She cheats or tells lies.

(Circle Only One)

5.

Oftentrue

^

Sometimestrue

2

Nottrue

3

He/She is lopfearful or anxious.

^

(Circle Only One)
Often true

Sometimestrue

-

Nottrue

6.

—2
—^

He/She arguestoo much.

(Circle Only One)
Often true....

I

Sometimestrue

2

Nottrue

^
PLEASE GO TO NEXT PAGE
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SECTION 4: BEHAVIOR PROBLElViS INDEX,continued
FOR CHILDREN WHO ARE 4 YEARS -14 YEARS

7,

He/she has difficulty concentrating,cannot pay attention for long.

(Circle Onfy One)
Often true

1

Sometimestrue .,

....^.............,......2

Nottme

8.

...3

He/She is easily confused,seemsto be in afog.

(Circle Only One)

9,

Often true.

.1

Sometimestrue.

.2

Nottrue ....

.3

He/She bullies or is cruel or mean to others.

(Circle Only One)

10.

Often true.

.1

Sometimestrue.

.2

Nottaie.

.3

He/She is disobedientat horne.

(Circle Only One)
.1

Often true ..

Sometimestrue.
.3

Nottrue.

PLEAiSE TURN TO NEXT PA6E

9.Q

I

SECTION;4:BEHAVIOR PROBLEIViS INDEX,continued
FOR CHILDREN WHO ARE 4 YEARS -

11. He/She does notseem tofeel sorry after he/she misbehaves.
(CircieOnty One)

Often^e

1

Sometimestrue

2

Nottrue.

.1...3

12. He/She hastrouble getting along with Qther chiidren.
(Circfe Only One)
Often true....

1

Sometimestfue

2

Nottrue

..3

13. He/She is impulsive,oracts withoutthinking.
(CircleOnly One)
Oftentrue........

Sometimestrue
Nottrue

14.

...3

He/Shefeels worthless or inferior.

(Circle Only One)
Oftentrue

....,.,...1

Sometimestrue

I

2

Nottrue

.3

PLEASE GO TO fleetIW
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SECTION 4: BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS INDEX,continued
FOR CHILDREN WHO ARE 4YEARS - 14 YEARS

15. He/she is notliked by Other Children.

(Circle Only One)
Often true

Sometimestrue

2

Nottrue

^

16. He/She hasa lotof difficulty getting his/her mind offcertain thoughts(hasobsessions).
(Circle Only One)
Often true

Sometimestrue

-

Nottrue..

-

3

17. He/She is restless or overly active,cannotsit still.

(Circle Only One)
Often true

—

Sometimestrue

————2

Nottrue

ia

^

He/She is stubborn,sullen,orirritable.

(Circle Only One)
Often true

1

Sometimestrue

Nottrue

3
PLEASE TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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SECTION 4: BEHAVIOR PROBLEIVIS INDEX,cohtinued
FOR CHILDREN WHO ARE4YEARS - 14 YEARS

19. He/she has a very strong temper and loses It easily.
(Circle Oniy One)
Oftentrue

20

....1

Sometimestrue

2

Nottrue

3

He/She is unhappy,sad,or depressed.
(Circle Oniy One)
Often true

1

Sometimestrue

,.2

Nottrue

3

21. He/She is withdrawn,does notgetInvolved with others.
(Circle Only One)
Often true

1

Sometimestrue

...,..:..2

Nottrue

............3

22. He/She breaks things on purpose or deliberately destroys his/her own oranother's things.
(Circle Only One)
Often true..

1

Sometimestrue.,

I

Nottrue....

.......2

.....J...

3

PLEASE GO TO NEXT PAGE
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SECTION 4: BEHAVIOR PROBLEMS INDEX,continued
FOR CHILDREN WHO ARE 4 YEARS -14 YEARS

23. He/She clingsto adults.

(Circle Only One)
Often true

•

Sometirlnes true

2

Nottrue

24.

....................3

He/She criestop much.

(Circle Only One)
Often true ........................-'.••■••' " •••••M.-. " "I
Sometimes true

.... .....................2

Nottrue

25.

^

He/She demarKls a lot of attention.

(Circle Only One)
Oftentrue

Sometimes true

...2

Nottrue

-3

26. He/She is too dependent on others.
(Circle Only One)

' .l '

Oftentrue.

.2

Sometimes true.

3

Nottrue.

PLEASE TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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SECTION 4:BEHAVIOR PROBLEIViS INDEX,continued
.FOR CHILDREN WHO ARE 4YEARS - 14 YEARS

27. He/shefeels Others are outto get him/her.

(Circle Only One)
Often true

1

Sometimestrue

2

Nottrue.

3

28. He/She hangs around with kids who get intotrouble.
(Circle Only One)
Often true

-1

Sometimestrue

—.2

Nottrue

3

29. He/She Is secretive,keepsthingsto himself/herself.
(Circle Only One)

30.

Often true

1

Sometimestrue

2

Nottrue

3

r.

He/She worriestoo much.

(Circle Only One)
Often true

1

Sometimestrue

...2

Nottrue

3
PLEASE GO TO NEXT PAGE
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SECTION 4: BEHAVIOR pROBLEtVlS INDEX,continued
FOR CHiLDREN WHO ARE 4 YEARS-14 YEARS

PLEASE AhiSWER EVEN IFSCHOOL\$ NOT IN SESSION

31.

He/she is disobedient atschool.

(Circle OnlyOne)
:

Often titles.
Sometimestrue ...

,,2

Nottrue.

...3

Child has never attended school

........4 . ...VV'

32. He/She hastrouble getting along with teachers.
(Circle Only One)
Often true

r

SometifTiestrue..
' Nottrue

Child has never attended school

MOTHER^SKIARE^:

1. IFYOUR CHILD HAS NOTYET HAD A 5TH BIRTHDAY.PLEASESTOP. PLEASE LOOK
OVER THE R^QESYOU FILLED our.
SUREYOU DID NOTaOPANY QUESTIONS
BYMISTAKE. RETURN THE BOOKLETTOTHEINTER\flEWER. IFANY QUESTIONS
WERE UNCi-EAR,PLEASE ASKTHEINTERVIEVVER ABOUTTHEM.

2. IFVDUR CHILD IS5YEWIS OR OLreR.PLE/^GOTOSECTION 5,PAGE93.

96
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SECTION 5:SCHOOL.AND FAMILY BACKGROUND
FOR children who ABE5YEARS-14YEARS

_ who is at least5 years old or older.

For _

(ChMs Name)

INSTRUCTIONSTO MOTHER/GUARDIAN:

These questions are about your child's school and familyenvironment.

Most questions you answer by selecting a word or phrase. Please circle the number that
goes with the answer you chooSe.

If any question is

it when you havefinished the booklet.

(Circle dniy On^
Public school

1

Charter school

2

Catholic school

;

3

Other religious or

church-sponsored school

-..-4

Norhrellgious private school..........

5

Indian reservation school

6

MilitaryAcademy

7

Home-schooled.

..8

Other(please write what).............................9
PLEASE TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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I

SECTION 5: SCNOOL AND FAWIILY BACKGROUND^ Continued
FOR CHILDREN WHO ARE AT LEAST5 YEARS -14 YEARS

11. Do you or your(spouse/partner)do any ofthe following at your child's school?
Pfease answer each item.
Yes

a. Participate in a parent-teacher organization?
b. Volunteer in the classroom?

No

1

•;0

-1

0

c. Do volunteer work such as supervising lunch,
or chaperoning afield trip?

d. Attend parent-teacher conferences?.

12. Has yourchild ever been suspended or expelled from school?
Yes.
No ..

12a. If so,in what grade did this first happen?

Kindergarten

0

Neversuspended or expelled

95

PLEASE TURN TO NEXT PAGE
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1998 N0LSY79 CHnJ)SIJPPLEJVDEIST
Child Bacl^ottnd

CS-TIME

7* C<dlectb^ni8i®1il8®ofCl®M Si^pptenent'
CS-INTRD-A

and fimnlyfife ofyo®
geiie^oiL

Yoyjmportant peopleto tis.

^^S^istobetterniderst^^

aai devdop.

CS-INTRO-B

,

TteNatkmalInsftute of<Md

»in

dnldren
<rf the NLS lespwidaits. For each^d
tito .
appredadonfortbetimespoitansweni^the
qu^^oa^-

parts

auesdomiinie are

adced ofthe modier and oth^parts are convicted withItecima.

.

Gs-rbrTROrC

An hrihiMMina wabe iwpiecl^ MidCT ftcP«vacy^
idoodfied.

™

aFevpluiitaiy.
CS-INTRCVD

We^firstBketo ask yoo sonfe
as

^

distractiwis as ppsable.)

/:c:s-3::
iSHEET.

IjnmVIEWER: REGOJRD

a01

CS98Child Backgroond

CS-3A

CAPI CHECK:IFBIRIH DATE CONTAINSDON'TKNOW OR REFUSAL, GO TO CS-S,
OTHERWISEGO TO CS-4.

De&ult Next Question;CS-5A
C&4

CAPICHECK:CALCULATEAGEOFCHILD.

LeadIn(s):CS-3A{0]

CS-4A

^

——

CAPICHECK:CALCULATEAGEOFCHIWINMONTHS

Le^Iii(s): CS-4|Pe&iIt]
CM

(VERIFY CHILP'S AGE Wixri MO'iWtiK:)Child Name is

years) years and (# inonflte)

montiis. Is tihat cotrect?

1 Yes...(G£> TO CS-g)
Lead In(s):CMA[De&ult]

GS-5A '

~~

~

©TTHIVIEWER:ENim CQRRECTBmTHDATEFOR
Enta-Date: I I

I I

moidh

I I I

I [

tay

year

Lead Si(s):CS-3A[Defiiufcl CMPdSuItJ
CS-5B

CAPICHECK:IFBHOHDATEHASDON'TKNOW OR REFUSAL GO TO FULAGETRS
OTHERWISE,GO TO CS-5C.

Lead £a(s); CS-SAPefauh]
Pe&ultNext Question:FILLAG&-YRS

102

CS98Qiad Badtgroagd

CS-5C

CAPICHECK:CALCVIMEA^
LeadIn(s):CS-5B[(q
CS-5D- •:

CAPICHECK:CALCULATEACEOFCHILDINMOMHS:

Lead Iii(s): CS-5C[De&ult]
CS-5E

(VEMFY CHILD'S ACHE WITH MOTHER:)Child Nam is(# years) years and (# mcnihs)
montlis. Is diat correct?

INTERVIEWER:IF CHILD'S A(® IS STUiINCORRECT,RETURN TO THE raEVIOUS
QUESTION ANDENTERTHECORRECTBIRIHDATE.

LeadEi(s): CS-SDtDe&ult]
Default Next C^estion:CS-6
KIXAGE-YRS

Ho9fo\dy^CMMNameo^i(lds/her)\2^\M^a^

INTERVIEWER:ENTER YEARS.CODE(XHLESS THAN ONE YEAR. MONTHSAPPEAR
ON NEXT SCREEN.
answer: I

i

I

(ZF-2<=.fiVSl^

Lead In(s): CS-^5BpDe6iilt]
HLLAOErMOS

INTER\nPBWER'ENTER MONTHS
EntCTanswer: I

1

1

(IFmNTKNOWORREFUSAL GO TOFULAGErSEI)
LeadIii(s):FlLLA
Defeuh Next Question:FHXAOT-CALC

103

<^i!>g CMd Bactgreimil
FIIiAiaE-to

CApJCHECK:

^
M?iV7KS SO THE 'AGE IN MONTHS' GEIS CALCUtATED

CpSRECJLY,ANDCONIlNm.

Le^In(s):FILLAG&MOS[-i2j-^^^^
FHXAGECALC

De&ultNext

CS-6

FEijMsaE-Exrrs

P"® CA® WEi NOW BE TEtaflNATH) RETURN TO THE
Lead Ms);FIliAGB-YRS[-2,-l]
De&ultNextC^jMion:CSIR-I
XS-6

:-v

''—

GOTOCS-6K.

CS-6A

iNTERVIEE^R: :

r R SlfflBBDFORM,..(GG>7dGf-(S«)
2 REFUSED TO SIGNFORM

104

^

CS98

Badtgnauiil

CS-6B

INTERVIEWS; PLEASE BXPlJUN TO MpTHER THATW^OUT A CONSENTFORM
THIS CHILD CANNOT PARTICIPATE IN THE CHILD SURVEY. RECORD HER

RESPONSE BELOW; IF SHE STILL REFUSES TO SIGN, CONTINUE WITH
QUESTIONS TOMOTI®!,BUTDONOT ASSESS CHILD.
1 R SIGNEDFORM

2 rrefusEdto SIGNFORM

Lead Ii^s): CS-^AjDe&uh]
CS-6K- , ;■

CAPICHECK: IFCHnD'SAGElS0^2 TEABS, GO TOmXTSECTION, OBILDHEALTH.
WCHai>'SAGEIS3-13YEABS,GOTOCS-7.

lFCHni>'SAGEIS14TEARSOROLDM,GOTOCS-6L

LeadIii(s): CS-dJlp^ult]

DedMtNejct Question: CSH-INTRO (FIRST QUESTION,NEXT SECTION)
CS-tiL

CAPICHECKWCHUH'SAGEIS1S0R0WERAS0F12-3J-98,G0100VERAGB-1.
LeadIn(s):CS-6K[I4-99]
D^tuttTtoa Question: CS-7
OVERACE-1

INTERVIEWS; THIS CHILD, CHHDNAME, IS 15 YEARS OR OlOS AS OF 12-31-98
Al® SHOULD NOT BE ASSESSED. PLEASE VERIFY DOB AND AC® OF THIS
CHILD WITH MOTHQL IF CHUD IS STILL FOUND TO BE 15 OR OIDER BY

12-31-98, HUEPARE TO TERMINATE CASE. NOTIFY YOUR FM FOR

REASSIGNMENT OF THIS CASE.

LeadI^s); CS-tiL(l]
OVERAGE-2

CAP! CHECK SET A VALVE (=1) FOR OVER-AGE CHILD FOR WHOM THE CA^IS
BEING TERMINATED.

In(s): OVERAGE4p)(Aiilt]

105

CS98ChadBackgrei

OVERAGE-3

CASE.

Defeult Next Questot CSJR^^^
CS-7

} Yes,

Ms):CS-^[3:131CS.6L[Defeult]
CS-7A

Has

cv«atteirfed r^ularsc^l,1^
I Yes

0 No...(Ga7l7CS^72)
Ii<s): CS-7p3efeiiItJ
Nert Question:CS«^

106

45

piatmath
AGES: CHILDRENrPPVT A® 5-14YEARS

NOTE:SAMPLESCREENSAPJ^SARINAPPENDIKR
PEFNEEDED,

BrF^res8Jc9}

ll^sectiOT meaaB^es (CMld^ Nameys madMna&a ^
begm ata veiy basic Ulevd and gotoa voy

ddUfevd.

PRACrrVEEXERCISES.

YES...
NO...

.(GOTOe^
.(GOTOA)

(IN PIAT VOtOME I). READ:
are Eke.

(2)

A-E.

READ;

SoiTO ofthe first
one.

107

CSMPUT Math

4«

CAPIcmTK- SKIP TO WEAPPROPBIATESTARUNG QUEKIIONBASED ON CMID'S
CUBRENTCBXADEASDETERMINEDINCSSAND CS-SA.
KDTOERGARtEN
ORLESS
...
1ST GRADE
2ND GRADE.
3RD<aiADB
4THGRJ«>B...

5TH<aiADB
61H GRADE
TTHeaRADE..........
OTHCaiAr®
9THGRADB........
lOTHtmADB..
IITH GRADE
12TH GRADE

(ORHIGIER)

...{GO TO Q.I)
..{GO TO Q.15).........
...{G0T0Q.2S)
...{GOTOQ.30).
...{G0T0Q.3S)
...{GOTOQ.AO)
.{G0T0Q.45).
...{GOTOQJ0).
..{SKIPT0QJ4).....

00
01
...02
. 03
04
05
06
07
.08

..{SEJPTOQJS)
..{SKIPT0Q.6ff)

09
10

.XSEJPTOQ.62)...

11

..{SKIPT0Q.64)

12

Nate:

108

^CmLDCJOrrGETSmAWVCGRSSCT,
back,itembyitem TPGETBASAL>.THENPROCEEDSFDRWARP.

(ITEMSCC«E)

Qm

RECORD

GRADE
CfmaSCT

mtasG

GRADE

ANSWER

(4)

27.

(3)

(TIRMSCORE)
CORRECT

()

(2)

(3)

12,

()

28.

0)

{ )

29.

(3)

()

30,

(2)

()

(I)

()

(4)

()

31. (2)

()

(3)

()

32. (4)

()

(3)

()

a)

()

(4)

()

(4)

()

3id

4&

33. (4)

()

34.

()

Ci)

35.

(3)

()

36.

(1)

()
()

(1)

()

37.

p)

(3)

()

38.

(3)

C )

39.

(1)

()

40.

(4)

()

41.

(4)

()

13.

()
(4)
(3)

()

42.

(4)

(1)

( )

43.

(1)

()

(3)

()

44. (3)

()

()

19.

(2)
45. (4)

()

20.

(3)

()

46.

()

(2)

()

47. (1)

(1)

()

21.

22.

23.

(2)

24.

2!»i

5fli

()

25.

26.

()

()
(1)

48.

(2)

m

49. (3)
781

()
()
()

50. (3)

C )

(2)

()

(4)

()

()

(4)
52.

cmCHECK:IFCHHJ)GEISSOUTOFrWHONG,SSJPTOCOMPOTEfUYytiK
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WRCKSfG

48

CS98PlATMatb

BASAL-5<tf5COiaECT

IF stasung d js maom,frogslam mtm bacx to nejot

<3tAD£ LEVEL UNTIL CBBLD ANSWERS CX5RRECTLY, THEN

CEEJNO-5«f7W!lC^

IFCmDCAirrGET5IN AR0W CCHtRFr,FSOC%AM WORKSBACK,
rroiiBYrrE&fTO(9STBASAL,THEM FSOOODSFOKWASD.

rnxDs

(HEMSCORE)

RECX>RI>

BESrC»«SE

CORRECT

WRONG

()

i

2

69.

(1)

1

^

1

70.

(I>

1

^

1

1

(ITEMSOOBE^

53.

(4)

54.

(4>

()

^

2

CatADE

Q«!V

RECORD

ANSWER

RE^NSR

COSmOCT

( >

"WBOHC 1

55.

(2)

()

I

2

7L

(2)

1

^

56.

(3)

<)

1

2

72.

(i)

1

2

57.

(1)

()

1

2

73.

(1)

58.

P>

()

1

2

74.

(3)

()

1

2

1

2

59.

(2)

()

1

2

75.

(3)

()

1

2

KHb

60.

<1)

()

1

2

76.

(4)

()

1

2

< )

1

2

77.

(3)

1

2

lllfa

62.

<i)

()

1

2

78.

<2)

1

2

()

1

2

79.

(3)

1

2

61.

63.

128i

1

Qftf
ANSWER

6A

(3)

()

1

2

8a

65.

<2)

()

I

2

81.

C2)

()

66.

(2)

()

1

2

82.

(1)

67.

(4)

()

1

2

83.

CZ)

68.

(4^

()

1

2

84.

(2>

()

()

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

CAPICBEOK:IFCHILD GETSSOVTOF7WRONG.SKIPTO COMPUWSCORE

COMPUTESCOJREi(Scaresarecomputedby machine hutnni

A FDfALBASAL.

□□

B. cmuNGQ»(L4srnm{wsom}.

□□

C TOTAL* OFmtBOBSBEmEENBASALANDCEEimj.

□□

D. SUBTRACT'C'Fimf v.

□□=SCORE

110

CS98mTMMi

49

JDsnnmviE^^remarkst

SraS'aSSr

-™biioqmDij^Giseadministoation

"5®S.

{ANSWER2)..

NO

Mon^

iGOmS).

□

FAlHSt

■

i
pn

OfipSRADULTX^)

omj)^

□□

1

:■ ,■ = I:'- ' ■

3:

1

2..^

3

1

2

3

■ ■■■a- ■ ■ ' ■. . .

1

.

1

1

2

• ■• . .

LOW . ....

...1

MEDIUM..

...2

HIGH.... ..

...3

CAPICHECK: WA&imSmZTlOKllSBMlNAlWiyPBEMATmwn
(ANSWER4)

NO,

(Goms),

111

/

3' ■ ■ ■,:

50

CS98HATM«lt

4.

CODE ALLTHATAHPLY,

PARENt/(HjARDlAN TERMINATED/REFUSED

01

CHIU5WOUIl)NOT REST0M5

MAJC« XNiratRUPTION CAUSED TmMINA'nON.......03

OflLD COl)IONOTTM)ERSTANDTASK....................04
CHILD HADLANGUA<3EPROBLEM;.

CHILDS monONALCONDITION
ODLO'SPHYSICALCONDmCfN
CHILD111110....

.05

............ ,...06
.........07
.......08

OTHER(SPECIFY)

'
09

<

TMTintVTKWFgi YOtTHAVRCOMPLETEDPlATMATH.

THERE ANYPROBLEMSNOT ALREADYNC)TED THAT
OCCURREDDURINOTHIS ASSESSMENT?
YES.

(GO TO6)

HO......

6. record PRtfflLEMS:

112

51

PIAT READING RECOGNITION
ACES: CHttDREN TPVT A<® 5-14 YEARS

JfOIB:SAMn£^:BEENSAPPEARWAP^NDBCB.

IlFNffiDED,READTOMOlHE!VGUAR0IAN.]^SeeScreenAppendixB,Fiipa^U AI2)
This secto nieasiiiEs (CIliU ^l^)'s abii% to lecqgnze ledas and noids. The
^stuasb^atabasiclevdaiidpioceedtDal^hertevdafddlL Moooeisemected
toanswer alldie qu^tioiB.
PRACTICE EXERCISES,

A.

CAPICHECK:ISanwmiSrGBADEORHlGlim
yes
NO

B.

(GOTOS)
(SKPTOQ

1
0

PRACnCEFffllCHILDRENNOTYETlNISTCaftADE.

(1) TORN TO TNTRODUCnON TO READING RECOGNmW SUBIEST"
ON MATVOLUME9. READ:

NdwIam^8iigtDgive}>(nsonieinoUenisfflieadh«. Kis^ fcfs to*atsome
nKBBi>iactKe<Biestodiow}<(mw4iatd^aie]fts.(TOKNTOEXHJCISEA)

(2) FOLLOWTEXTJNEASHLFORPRACnCEEXERCISES(A-E).
ODIDREN IN 1ST GRAM OR HKRIER TURN TO

TNTOODOCTKIN TOREADINGRECOCMTKRJSUBTEST"(HAT V(H4JME 1)
READ:
Now wearegrangtodosoniereadii®. i^ain,tetSs ddji oivcTsomeofthevrayeasy

onesand staithere.

'

CAPiaOECK: RECORDSCOREFSmtPUTmiH(CmffimSCOREHEMD).
^^^^OSTARTiNG^BA^DONPUTMATHSCORE TURNJOAPPROPRUTE

EASELPAGEAM)PROCEED.
Nd^ .

113

CS98FIATBcadliigRicogiiitl(m
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IF STABUM? Q.IS miom,moGsuM JUMPS BACK 5 mmc

BASAL-50F5C0SjRECr

CSDOl)ANSWE2RSCORRECTLY,TBENFKOCSKDSFC^ABDl
CElLlWG"50F7WRCmG

IF CHILBCAN'T CXT5IN A ROW CQRSECT,PROCSAM WORKS
back;ETEMBYITEM TOGETBASAU

CAHCHECK ANSWER EVKKYnXMAHMlNlSlEHED.
REOHeD ANDSCIHfflgVBmr ANSWER

1 PLATE
i

ITEM

S£C(Htl>

^

#

ANSWIR

CORRECT

WRONG

1

1,

(I)

I

2

2

2.

<2)

1

3

3-

(i)

1

4.

(4)

5

5.

6

6.

7
8

ITEuMLSCOOREm»

PLATE

HEM

RECCHED

#

#

ANSWER

23.

HEMSONKE...
CORRECT

WRONG

1

2

24,

(fidoD^

1

2

2

25.

(hook)

1

2

1

2

26.

^oves)

1

(3)

1

2

27.

Oaofe)

(2)

1

2

28.

(colt)

1

2

7.

0)

1

2

29.

(rooDd)

T

2

8.

(2)

1

2

-> 3a

(Naze)

1

2

9

9.

(4)

1

2

3L

(Mkb)

1

2

10

10.

(Bb)

1

2'

32.

(Scar)

1

2

n

11.

(Aa)

1

2

33.

C^)

1

2

12

IX

(0)

1

2

34.

1

2

13

13.

(S>

I

2

35.

(PTOC)

1

2

14

lA

m

1

2

36-

(daagerots)

I

2

1

2

37.

t

2

1 '

2

38.

(stjSish)

I

2

-39.

(aceyesQ

2

2
2
.

PLATE 15 ->

PLATE

13.
16.

0)

17.

(d)

18.

On)

'

flAIEi7

1

2
2

I

2

40.

(ira)

1

19

I

2

41.

(easEfdn)

1

2

20.

1

2

42.

(p^Bon)

1

2

21.

Q«B9)

1

2

OditeaO

1

2

44.

(mocdan;)

I

2

(stiSdaQ

1

2

CAPICBMX: nrnmnmrxsOirrOF7wrong.SBPTOCOMFmESWBE.
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2

xoaaaoD

"*a»o3smii

(4il{B&An)

*Z9

(asiKaat)9i^

T8

€9

(p»tgie)

£8

6iaiVTa

CBrattXOEMSID^
.

'6L

QBaeutiBqS

08

(P^ai^iwqd)

'LL

W«9«D

'%L4^ OtaEVH

(toagqeo)

.

OiuMpsm)

09

',;

(dtSaiilpa)
"89

^i^ajferadkm)

(flOKua^
C®|nw)

. '95-

(a|ildy^go9) '*99

(aip^)

(S3pUI|i»3J9A)

>9

{dk|P%)^) .

. *£9 '

(xis^}

; (SOlBpS^

'69

(BOtpKopr)

'U

«w^)

:. , ,.T9.'

(siMdBinoq) :: , . ■-"19 ■

; ■; "09'

Cqpaa^

(jBXMBaioq)

(l¥»®Q

(snampsauQ)
■

■

(jpflcp^qp)
(pacSsp)

(aAxjauam)

*9t^

Cai^)

SIMSMV

asfxmi

xaanHoa
Nau

wru

"zwcKtsmin

"^siaivid

"9^

SIMSMV

#

oBEQDaa

#

nan

axnd

ioaa»{»s jos"Tt^svs

"W«S«^3«wiwgXVM86S3
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CS9«PIATKcadlngItooguitoi

CAPICHECK: WASTjnSSECnONmmMTEDPmMATUREm

YES

NO
A.

(ANSWERA)....

I

(GO TO COMPUTESCORE)

0

REASON FORPREMATURETERMINATION OF THIS SECTION.
CODE ALL THAT APPLY.

PARENT/GUARDIAN TERMINATEIMREFUSH)

CHILD WOULDNOT RESPOND..................—

01

.,

02

MAIORINTERRUPTIONCAUSHJTERM1NATIDN.........03

CHILD COUID NOT ONDHtSTAND TASK

04

OlILDHAD LiU>lGUA(SPROBLEM

05

aniD'SEMOTioNALC<»n>rnoN

oe

CHILDSPHYSICAL CONDmON

07

CHILD TIRED.

08

OTHER(SPECIFY
09

SKIP TOINTERVIEWHLREMARKSATRiVP OFREADING COMPREHENSION.

COMPiriKSCORE: (ScoiescoispDtedbyiBadiiDebatmtfdi^layed.)

A. FINALBASAL.

□□

B. cEimG&(LASTjrrmwRmG}.

□□

C. TOTAL#OFERWRSBETWEENBASALANDCEOJNG.

. □□

D. SUBTRACT VFROMTP.

SCORE

E. ISCmJySSCOREIRORHIGHER?

..(fiOTOPlATSEADINGC(m'REHENSK}NSECnON)..^l

TtfQ

{SKIP TOmmVIEWERRmitASKSATENDOFREADING
ccmpsEimmoN)

—

116

o

PIAT READING COMPREHENSION
(IF(WI)'SREAVimmX)GmONSCOmiSI90RmGHER)
fi(yrE:SAMPi£SCREmSAPFlEARINAPPEmiXR
^Scrmu,:A^a,0xB,r^UTalSA10

TOs sectm measures (Child Naine)'s ainlity to inxfeistand tidiat(he^^)reads The
qoestKHis besm at a vay basic dall levd and go to a vay hWi skiB tevd. No one is
expected to answer ati

PRACTICE EXERCISES.

^ CAFICHECK:JS(:mU[)miSrGRADEORHIGHERGRADE?
.....,.{SKIPTOC).„

1
.0

B PRACnCEFORCHlLDRmNOTYETfill^^

(1) turn tX)TNTRODUCnON TO READING COMPREHENSION SUBTEST"
<INPIATVOLUMEH)AND READ:

Now 1 waqt to find ont bow well you nmferstand and lememggr wfeit y«n

Let us

jnactioeagainalittleso you winkiKJW wh^IwantjQQto(k>.
(2)

C. NO PRACnOB FOR CHILDRm IN 1ST GRADE OR HKHIER TURN TO
TNTRODUCnON TO THE READING COMPREHENSION SUBTEST" IN PIAT
VOLUMEHAND READ:

'

tox

NowIwamtofindoiahcwwdlyottcanmufcndaiMiaiMliBiiieaiberf^
But,
let^s^laiawhatyooarctodo:IamgraBgtoshowyoaapage, ft winliave a
senrcnwiHiHt^onit R«dtinssmttoicestoitfy(PAI^to yomsetf(PAUSmjust <mce
W^you^fini^kK&,5)at nrc. TtoIwffl show yim tl» next page whi^
tevefimr piclnrcs OBit Yon arc to Ishow ng/^poiDttoAdl metheimmiyy nQ th^.
that

describe what ycm have rcad. Be snrc to rcmerchm^^ whatiroi have rcad.(hic&

and tircalookupsme.

CAPicmcK: recordx:oREFmapmBEADimsECOGmim(coMPxmx:omam
D)-

SCORE = 19 OR mOBER sap TO STARnm A BASED ON READING

EECOOmnOEXOm.(TimTOAPPttOPIOAXEEASELPAGEANDPROCEED.]

(STARTINGQllFSCSiiREADINGRECCRjUmOE)-^ dC!!
NtAc .

117

56

C^98HATBeadfe^ComprdbeBsiwi

BASAL» SOPSCCMlRECr
®ACX5

CmiNG-5OF7IVBfWG

C»lia>AKSWEKSCOBRBCn.Y,THENPROCEHISFDKWARa
BACK.IIlMBynmiTOGBTHASA¥^

CAHCagECR: BESOBK TOCCMOEEVERYANSWER
PLATE

COKRECr

RECORD

#

AI«SWER

RESPOIilSE

CCHtRECT

hemscore,..

PLATE

cfmsEci

WRONG

#

ANSWER

RECORD

ITEMSCOSB...

C<»BRECt

WR€»«G

19.

(3)

( )

1

2

42.

(3)

1

2

20.

(1)

( )

1

2

43.

(1)

1

2

21.

(2)

( )

1

2

44.

(4)

1

2

22.

(3)

()

1

2

45.

(2)

1

2

23.

(2)

( )

1

2

46.

(3)

I

2

24.

(3)

( )

1

2

47.

(1)

1

2
2

25.

(1)

( )

1

2

48.

(1)

1

26.

(1)

( )

1

2

i

49.

(2)

1

2

(2)

( )

1

2

1 50.

(3)

1

2

27.

.

28.

(3)

( )

1

2

51.

(2)

1

2

29.

(2>

( )

1

2

52.

(4)

1

2

30.

(1)

( )

1

2

53.

(3)

1

2

31.

(3)

( )

1

2

54.

(4)

1

2

(4)

( )

1

2

55.

a)

1

2

39.

(2)

< )

1

2

56.

(4)

1

2

34.

(4)

( )

1

2

57.

(2)

1

2

1

2

32.

35.

(3)

()

1

2

58.

(4)

36.

(4)

( y

1

2

59.

(3)

1

2

37.

(1)

()

1

2

60.

a)

1

2

38.

(2)

()

1

2

61.

(3)

1

2

39.

(3)

( )

1

2

62.

(2)

1

2

40.

(1)

( )

1

2

63.

(4)

1

2

41.

(3)

( )

1

2

64.

(3)

1

2

CAPICWSCK:IFCHILD GETS5OUTOF7WRONG,SKIPTOCOMPUTESCORR^
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FIAT Bgidiiig Cenaiirribtfflgifla

1 PLATE COSRSCr

1 #

1

KECOfiD

IXEMSCOSE...

57

PLATE

COSKRCT

SECOSD

KKS5PO803B

CCffiSSCT

mwG

#

ANSWER

BESPCHfSE

COBSECT

( )

1

2

75.

(1)

( )

1

2

2

76.

(2)

( )

1

2

1

2

66.

(1)

( )

1

nEMSCCffiE...
WRONG

67.

(2)

( )

1

2

77.

(3)

( )

68.

(1)

( )

1

2

78;

(4)

( )

1

2

69.

(4)

( )

1

2

79.

(2)

{ )

1

2

70.

(2)

( )

1

2

80.

(3)

( )

^

2

71.

(1)

( )

^

2

81.

(3)

( )

1

2

72.

(1)

( )

i

2

82.

(1)

( )

1

2

7?.

(4)

( )

1

2

83.

(2)

( )

1

2

74.

(4)

()

1

2

84.

(1)

( )

1

2

CAHCHECX:IFCHILD GELISOVTOF7WRONG,GO TO COMPUTESCORE.

commuteSCORE: (Scores

bid not

A. FINALBASAL.

□□

B

□□

CE!IMG0(lASriim[im)NGL

C TOTALS OFEmOI^BEmEENBASAL AND CEDJm.

□□1= SCORE

D. SUBTRACT'C'FmHB',

JPiOTERVlEWERREMARKS)

119

58

INTERVIEWER REMAPys^

^ im

IN THE ROOM DURING THE ADMINISTRATKW OF
YES

(4JWWERi)

1

NO

{GOTO3)

0

'X

1 MOTHER

□

1

2

□

1

2

□□

1

□□

1

FATHM

OTHER

ADULT(S)

CHILOREN

1
1 ■

j

2
•■■ . ::

■■ ■

j

M0WUM
••••■••■

:.....;

120

3

1

■.■

3

3. CODE CHlLD^QIERGYlEmDURINGSeCHON.

HKEi;

1

3
.: ■ ■

2

LOW

3

3

CS%PIATBcadtag
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CAPICHECK: WASimsSECTIONJEmmATEDPmmVRELn
(ANSWER 4).

ffO...

I

(GOTOS)„

PAREOT/GUAIU>IAN TERMINATED/REFUSED

01

(3flLD WOULD NOTRESPOND.

02

MAJORINTiaJRUPllON CAUSEDTERMINATION ..03
CHEI>COUIJ>NOTUNDmSTANDTASK...
CHDLD HAD LANGUA(^PROBLEM

.... 05

CHEjySEMOUONALCONDrnON.....
CHIUySPHYSICALCONDraON.
cmuy-mED,

...04
06
.....07

^ ^

OTHER(SPECIFY)
^

—

_09

5. immviEWER; YOUHAVE COMPLETEDHATREADTNaCQMPRKHKMCTmi
WBRETHEREANYPROBLEMSNOTALREADYNOTHJTHAT
OCCURREDEXURjNG
THISASSESSMENT?
YES

..(G0I06)

NO

..(GOWNEXTSECUONtlVn)

6. RECCBtDPROBlBMS;

(GOTONEXTS^TION-.PPVT)

121

APPENDIX B

1998 Chad CAPI:

Sample Assessment Screens

122

135

SAMPLESCKEENS-PIATMATH

^toltortaraoatoswrhahsHW
PRACTICE

A. PfW«EKiciSE§FQf?CH}U3RatN0Ty^

\

.

grai^

FjgmeS. FIATMaaiBstnietionscimii>iBseiitedifchadisinl"'gradeOTabove.

123

136

Appendix B;CS98SampleAiscgsmcntScigGiB

(PlMiatollw'^'inthestiiiniliisaiea.) Flttd OnC Hk© thl's — dOWU hSTe.
(Poiiitina

Plyne 1(S>.

j:m

n

ri

ri

^fiom thePIAT Math ass^meid asvieived otithelaplq> sciesii

hydieiiitevbi^. Thisitem isiei>i^a>entalive ofother qmsrions dinilgyBri Airingthe
.

- (Odld cm tite HAT

d's jsspooss te the

124

AppeadiiB;C598Samidc Assesm^Screeag^

SAMPLESCREENS-FIATREADINGRECGGNlTlON
AT RITAOING RECCiGNITiON TEST

■nj»$ sectiorrmeasufss^CHtLDy^^yWEeoognJalettefs-andw«te the cjoa^i^ beffRB!«

.PBACt!QEF0ftCMlU^N^yET9^1StGI?^ii&^ ,

. V Jr. -

" TU^W^?>"I^^ROOa£3l6»^®REAO^Na;SECO(5^I^^OM=S0SI^^

NwJameolr^lo^fa^Jisame^refetenJffef^a^B^

at s«)nii)WT&praoic6

Ones to shWftttti^«t»altheoa^ate^Bkfe fiwWTOB<EBC6e A)
. ^

Figure 11,

cihMh^notreadiedihe 1*^ grade.
F^IAT READING FiECOGNlT ION TES I :

PRACTtCeEXERCISE

NO PRfiiCTJCEFOR CfJILBREI^IN1ST eBADfi^ORrtGHER* TORN TO1OTT?C®0CTON.TOTHe

Ji^EAD^lfe'Re(^^0^^'SUBfeF^tP^^^
' ItowWftaffr aorrsfo ^somflTBa^JF^djn.lBt'fe slfrp oyarsome

'' '
onesand

Bgaiel2. InstniclionBraeemeadl^tlieiitterviewBrifchildisinlhe I'gradeordMVB.

125

137

138

i^peadfa B;CS98SampleAgwamientSmm.

B

B

%
Jil

fh:<Sofrm
'

-

Wpow

HgurelS. Plate2isrgireseatativeofPIaleslthm^9asse€aibyflieimervieweL
>ttcm2Sii

" .X"o''^ ■■'' ' v-^V '

>'V •"
^

■ -''V- 8i

^ .

y -

'r

'•'

^ V

:■:[. ;r- j'M'

yr:
' cl '
,•

■"/

' ■•"—^—

^

^..*2

1_>1

FigmeU. Fbte16isrqHeseiilath^(tfiteimpiaentedWintheffisessment

126

II
f

§ 11

^.

l^r

li

w :

11

if

Ey»':''<3

s 1 s <?

^ 5 -'-i.-® lf-"~3

2

■J,;. if|g||--,
■f l'\:|J'js-||'f-'

"S ®t-> ^ S^io

jIt111t
M

?V-l|l;Iill

i-n

•'It •?

;KgV;a,iar^s6

a M '"^'l

s te\ it

'-15<

■fg--.sfi'itfi

-

IS

' ,V\^

\

pivpws?

iiiii-

V 5 \

i?|iii

1^1

1^

Csl

r-

AppenfeB:CS98Sam^AssewmartScream

140

See the boy with the hat.

Readlids sentence silently—justonce,and"^
then look up at me.(Whenthesotr^iocte19,tornto^fi>]lGwuigp^)
(saythefiataring-)Look caTefiilly at allfour pictures. Pointto
i. (3)
Ex^dse A
Fignte lTa. PIATBeadmg Ckmpp^isiision qQesti(masidewed1]ydu]dcHiPLAT**easel''withpn}iiq>tsiedd
t^thebHerviewer.

Eicerci$e A

ri

rs'

Figme 17b. PIAT Re^iiig Coinpcebeiiskm Exeidse A is iq>ieseiilativo ofthe least
difEbim items displayed doxii^this assessment Theiiitenaewer highlights(me
fimritene^ m eiaterthe child'sle^poise m the

128

Tab^% Key Variabieson the NLSY79CHuld Files(contianed)
Reference#

Description

C 70.46

Ageofchild(mcmths)at1998 MotherSoppfemeotassessmentdate

78.
80.

80.20

80.40
80.42
80.43
80.43

Ustud leshieace ofdiild» 1986interview
Usual r^dence of<^4 1988
Usual FBsidence of(Md,1990interview
Ustzalresidence dfchild, 1992intsview
residence ofduld. 1994interview

Usual residence

duld. 1996interview
1998 interview

C 111.22

Doesfedi^ofduid liveinthehonsdidd,1998?

C 382.36

Age ofniolh^,1998intearview

C 611.23
C 611.24

Maten^sdiooloirrdln^ntstatus,1998Bitarview
gradeofsciio(^c<ni^leled by motlKa,1998 mterview

C 19878.

Numberofhousdicdd membersin mxttmalhousdliold,1998

C 19883.
C 19886.

Is ^)Gi£5e ofmothia-presentin housdiold,1998?
Is partnerofmodi^rpresanin housdbold,1998?

C 2700.

We^mnnb^ofbirth dateoichildfiom 1/1/78to correntinterview year

C
C
C
C
C
C
C

Child samphng weight,1986
Chfldsamplh]^ weight,1988
Child sanq>lhig wei^1^
Onld sanq^lhig weight,1992
Quid sas^ling weight,1994
Child sanq)lii]g Weight,1996
Onidsan^liogwe^ht}1^8

5812.
8007.
9999.
11999.
15089.
15658.
18011.

NOTE: Theit^isHIthbhstfecosim thecnmatdata romid andaa^itiiteasmallinbs^idthe total
oBi^ber(d'vaiiaibleson dm NLSY79ObM&YA CD.
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TaWe7.

Variables on tteNISY79CMdFa«s

Referenee#

Descriptjon

C 1.
C 2.

Idrnt^Bcatknicode child
WentifikatiOTcode ofmoAer

C
C
C
C
C
e

115.01
115.02
115.03
115.04
115.05
115.06

C
C
C
C
C
C

112.00
112.01
11202
112.03
112.04
112.05

C 45.

C 47.
C 47.20
€ 4740
C 47.42
C 47.43
C 47.44

■AasesSHieait stahtt ofdah^ll^
biterview status afmrther, 1998

Was drndintsvicwedas aYoungAAiit, 1994?

bchMe^te^aYtwng Adahhteiviw

Was cmMmtemmedas aYonng AAiH 19%?

Was

1998?
uit^viewedas aYoungAdult, 1998?

raiW age(innuariis) atnwtbCT's 1986iaaview,bte
Mdage(minoiiflB)atinrtte's 1988ktaview date
Mdagefmm(mihs)atiBother's 1990interview dale

^age (minoiriis) atmrther-s 1992 intaview dat^

™d^(mnKwflB)atniofliar*s IWiittetviewdate
Onld ^ge (in

"

C 52.
's birth

C 53.
C 54.

C 55..057.

Race ofchild
Sex ofchild

Date ofMrthiofchild:Moniii, day,hidyear

G 58.

Bnth cuc^csfchild

C 70.

Age ofmother atbirth cjfdhld

C 65.
066.

aSrfS

^

C 68.
0 69.

C 70.10
C 70J20

C 70.30

^rfcWd(numths)at 1990MotteSuHtofaitassessment date

0 70.40

C 70.42
C 70.41
e 70.43
O 70.44
C 70.45

Ageciidmld(nKaidis)h:1""'

Age ofdnid(ntonths) at 1
Age ofchild(numths)h1

AgeofchUd(n«mths)at 19^ (iadS^pl^asse^ent^d^
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APPENDIX B: DESCRIPTION OF VARIABLES

Scoring- categories

Definitions

-.Variables
INDEPNDENT
VARIABLES

Head.Start

/

.Children, aged 6-14 who

have ever participat.eci . in
a Head Start program.

Dummy Variable. l=if
participated in Head
. Start program.

This a combination of

chi1dren .who have

participated in Head.
Start program only and
those who have

participated in some Head
Start and some other form

of preschool program.

Other ;prescho,ol

No preschool

Children aged, 6-14 who
have;ever participated in

Dummy Variable.: 1= if ;
participated in other

a preschool program
(other than Head Start).

preschoo1,program.

Children aged, 6-14 who
have not participated in

Dummy Variable.' 1= if
participated in;no
preschool program.

Head Start and other

preschool programs.
Age of the child in 1998 • . (years).
,.

Age

■Race.

.■ ■ ■ .■ ■ ■ ■ ■

Interval level of
measurement.

Race of child: Hispanic,

Nominal categories

black, and

(l=Hispanic, 2=
black, and 3=non-

non-Hispanic,

non-black.

Hispanic, non-b1ack) .
Dummy variable was
created
■ Bex r .

. .

Girls, Boys.

Nominal categories.
(l-Girls, 0=Boys) .

Mother's

Age of mother at birth of . Interval level of
child (years) .
measureitient. :
Highest grade completed
Interval level of

education

by mother at the 1998

Maternal age ■

measurement. ,

interview (years) .
Number

of

children

Number of biological

Interval level of

children in motherVs

measurement. ^

■

household in 1996.

.Father present

Father of

the child lives

in the household.

1,

Nominal categpfies ■
(Yes/No) .

Parental.

Level of parental

Categories summed to

involvement

involvement in school

form interval level
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activity. Parerlts
response to ''Do you- or

scale ranging from 0-

4.'

your spouse/partner do
any of the following at
your child's school?"
(1) " participate in a
parent-teacher
organization/" . (2)
volunteer,in the

classroom", (3) do
volunteer work .such as

supervising lunch, or chaperoning a field
trip," (4) attend parentteacher conference." 1=

yes., 6 = no; responses
are summed/ range is 0 to

4. '

^ ,

DEPENDENT
VARIABLES

PIAT Math

PIAT Reading.
Comprehension

PIAT Reading
Recognition

Mathematics assessment

Interval level scale.

measures a child's

Higher scores
represents better

ability in mathematics
taught in mainstream

mathematics

education.

performance.

Reading comprehension

Interval level scale.

measures a child's

Higher scores
represents better
reading comprehension

ability to derive meaning
from printed words that
they read silently.
Reading recognition
measures

ability in oral reading.

performance.
Interval level scale.

Higher scores
represents better
reading recognition
performance.

Behavior Problems

The Behavior Problems

Interval level scale.

Index (BPI)

Index is a summary score
based on responses from

Higher scores
represent a greater

the mothers to 28

level of behavior

questions dealing with .
specific behaviors that
children age four and
over may have exhibited
in the previous three

problems.

months. It is

a

composite score of the
six ..subscales: antisocial

behavior,

anxious/depressed,
dependent, headstrong,
hyperactive and peer
conflict. The higher the
score, the greater the
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level of behavior

problems.

Antisocial;

This is one of the six .

Interval level scale.

behavior

subscales. This is

mother's descriptiph of

Higher scores
represent a greater

their child's behavior

level of antisocial

over the last three.

behavior.

month.: DPrived from-the

fpliowing;.6 questions':
Cheats or : tells, lies,;;;.
Bullies or is cruel/mean
to others; Does not feel

sorry for misbehaying;
breaks things

:

deliberately; is disobedient at schPol;

and has trouble getting :
along with teachers.

Anxious/Depressed

This is one of the six

; ^

Interval level scale.

subscales. This is

Higher scores

mother's description of ,

represent a greater .

their child's behavior
over, the last three . .

level of anxiety and

depression.

month.'Derived from the

following 5 questions:
Has sudden changes in
mood /feeling; ^
feels/comp1ains no one
loves him/her; is top
fearful or anxious; feels
worthless or inferior; is

unhappy, sad,or
depressed.

Dependent

This is one of the six

,:

Interval level scale.

subscales. This is

Higher scores •

mother's description of

represent a greater

their child's behavior

level of dependency.

over the last three - .

month. Derived from the

following 4 questions for
children less than 12

years of age: Clings to
adults; cries too much;
demands a lot of

attention; is too

dependent on others.

Headstrong

This is one of the six

.

Interval level scale.

subscales. This is

Higher scores v.

mother's description of

represent a greater
level of headstrong.

their child's behavior
over the last three
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month. Derived from the

following 5 questions

Is

rather high strung,
tense, nervous; argues

too much; is disobedient
at home; is stubborn,
sullen or irritable; has

strong temper, loses it
easily.
Hyperactive

This is one of the six
subscales. This is

Interval;level scale.

Higher scores

mother's description of

represent a greater,,: ;

their child's behavior
over the last three
month. Derived from the

level of

hyperactivity.

following 5 questions:
Has difficulty

concentrating/paying
attention; is easily

confused/in a fog; is
impulsive-acts without
thinking; has trouble
with obsessions, etc.;

has trouble getting along
with others..

Peer Conflict

This is one of the six
subscales. This is

Interval level scale.

mother's description of

represent a greater
level of peer

their child's behavior
over the last three
month. Derived from the

following 7 questions:
Has trouble getting along
with others; is not liked

by other children; is
withdrawn, not involved
with others; feels others

are out to get him/her;
hangs around with kids
who get in trouble; is
secretive, keeps things
to self; worries too
much.
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Higher scores

conflicts.^

APPENDIX C:,.

TABLE 1 , ,

PemoaraphiG and Family Characteristics of Participants
Characteristic

n

Child characteristics

Age (N=4050)

Mean=10.3
890

6-7

22.0

8-11

1969

48.6

12-14

1191

29.4

Boys

2093

51.7

Girls

1957

48.3

293

7.2

565

14.0

3192

78.8

Sex (4050)

Race (N=4050)

Hispanic
Black

Non-black, non-Hispanic
Maternal characteristics

Maternal age (N=4050)

Mean=26.7

19-24

999

24.7

25-29

2303

56.8

30-35

74.8

18.5

Mother's education (4050)

Mean=13.2

Less than grade 8 (primary)

.110

2.7

9 to 12 (high school)

2006

49.5

13 or more (college)

1934

47.8

Less than 2

2167

54.8

Greater than 3

1790

45.2

Yes

2649

67.3

No

1285

32.7

Low involvement (less than 2 activity)

2020

52.5

High involvement (2-4 activities)

1826

47.5

Fatnily characteristics
Mean=2.6

Number of children (N=3957)

Father present (N=3934)
. .

Parental

involvement (N=38.,46)
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Mean=2.4

APPENDIX D: TABLE 2

Distribution of Demographic and Family
Characteristics by Type of Preschoolina
Type of Preschoolinq
Head Start

No school

preschool

%

%

%

Characteristic

Child characteristics

Age
10.9

28.9

17.2

40.8

42.7

54.7

12-14.

48.4

28.4

Total

100.0

6-7
8-11

.

28.1
100.0

100.0

133.87***

Sex

Boys

47.6

51.1

Girls

52.4

48.9

Total

100.0

52.8
47.2

100.0

100.0

2.89

Race

Hispanic

8.5

33.1

Black

Non-black, non-Hispanic

58.4
100.0

Total.

5.3

9.0

i0.9

14.6 .

83.7

76.4

100.0

100.0

113.92***

Maternal characteristics

Maternal age
19-24

42.4

24.2

23.1

25-29

47.7

56.4

58.3

30-35

9.9

19.5

Total

100.0

18.6
100.0

100.0

47.44***

Mother's education

Less than grade 8 (primary)
9 to 12 (high school)

13 or more (college)

3.7

3.5

1.7

70.7

56.8

39.8

25.6
100.0

Total

39.7
. 100.0

,

58.5
100.0

184.56***

Family characteristics
Number Of Children

Less than' 2

..

Greater than 3

45.1

50.1

60.7

54.9

49.9

39.3

, 100.0

Total

100.0

100.0

51.53***

Father present
Yes

28.5

67.7

71.8

No

71.5

32.3

28.2

100.0

100.0

Low involvement (less than 2 acti

72.5

58.7

43.9

.High, involvement (2-4 activities)

27.5

41.3

56.1

100.0

100.0

100.0.

Total

100.0

171.76***

Parental involvement

Total

*E<.05.

*E<.01.
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116.02***

APPENDIX E: TABLE 3

.OC 00

Mean Performance Score. Standard Deviation,and One-Way

Analyses of Variance (ANOVA)for the Effects of
Participation in Type of Preschoolina
on Outcome Measures

Type of

Outcome measures

preschooling .

..No school

Head Start

;;

Other preschool,

; Anova..:

SD

M

SD

M

SD

F

Cognitive Functioning
PIAT Math

47.
.07

.99
25,

55.12

26.
.55

61.
.81

.15
26.

46,
.75*-*

PIAT^Reading Recognition

47,
.98

27.
.38

59.68

27.
.42

.12 .
66.

.13.
26,

56,

PIAT. Reading.Comprehension.

39,
.80

.22
25.

55.82

.85
26.

.69
59.

.20
26,

66.54

28.52

59.21.

28.12 .

56.31

27.94

.

.55,
.45**.-

Social Functioning
.BPI .

**]^<.05.

***;|^<.01.
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15.14*

'APPENDIX F: TABLE 4

Mean Performance Score (Persentile) for Boys and

Girls by Type of Preschoolina on Outcome Measures

Girls

Boys ■:

Head \ .No ■
start schodl

Outcome measures

Other
Head- ' No '
;Other ■ ; '
preschool . ; t . . . . start . ' 'school, ■ preschool -

Cognitive Functioning

'PIAT. Math. ; .

t:' ■ ,

48.-59 •■ ■55.19 . , 6.4.18

45.75 ; •

55.09

59,.;16 ■

PIAT Reading, Recognition,-;

.46..:89;:.. 56.76:' 65.77;

,48.92

' :62..65 , '66,.,58 ■

PIAT Reading Comprehension

■41.06

-53.23

: 59.52

38.57

. 58..39' - 59.86

71.27

62.0

56.4

Social Fractioiiing
.'BPI.'
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62.33 . ..

56.,34.: .56.34.,

APPENDIX G: TABLE 5

Mean Performance Score (Percentile) for Racial Groups
by Type of Preschooling on Outcome Measures

Hispanic

Outcome measures

•

, . Non-Hispanic, nonr-black -

.Black'

Head

Head

No

Other.. '

Start

school / ,

preschool'.:. ■' ■■start

42.56

52.81

43.38

50.45

,3,8..60.;

45.24

No

,

Other

Head

■

school

preschool

39.09

4 0.31

46.13

59.94

41.39

48.36

51.37,

52.85

32.45

41.52.

45.50

'59.48

■ 67 .,71

60.38

63.10-

No

Start ■ ■ school

Other—

preschool■

Cognitive Functioning
PIAT Math■

PIAT Reading
Recognition

: 36.90

•52.37'

5:9.4 0 7'

64.49

. ..
,

. 68.49

51.80

62.94

43.45

59.70.

62.02

66.26

58.70

55.26;

PIAT, Reading

■ Comprehension

.

Social Functioning

,BPI . , '

. 62.63 ■

61.98

.
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.

,

APPENDIX H: TABLE 6

Mean Performance Score

(Percentile) for

Father Present

and Father Absent by Type of Preschooling on
Outcome

Measures

Father Absent.

Father Present
. -Head

.

No

Other..

,

.

Head

No

.preschool

Start

school.

preschool . ..

Start

PIAT Math

51.50

58.27

64.34'

45.89

48,.96..

54.99

PIAT,Reading Recognition, , t

48.33

62.87

69.69

47.30

52.56

57.52

FIAT Reading' Comprehension

43.29

59.60

62.91

38.35

47.86

51.19

59.99

56.2

. -.53.3., . . .

67.42

65.05.

64.07

Outcome measures

. school

Cognitive Functioning

Social Functioning
BPI
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.

'

Other

; : . APPENDIX IirTABLE 7
Zero-Order Correlation for Variables in Study

Variable

^

1

1.Child*s age

„

2.Mother * s'education

3.Maternal- age\

.

' ' ' 3.-

l.O'O

•4

-

•

'5 . -

. 6

'

0.17^**: llOO', .

' 0.01

-0.14*** -0.02

'

.

9

1.00

6.18*** , 0.16***. -0.06***

1.00

6.PIAT math '

-0.05***

0.24***! 0.12***.-0.15***

0.19***

1.00

7.PIAT read recognitio.n

-0.09***

0.24***' 0.12*** -0.15***

0.17***

0..59***

8.PIAT read .comprehension-0.30*** 0.24*-^* 0.2,9*** •^0.15**

**p<.05.

8

^

-0.1.9***

'

'

,

5.Parental involvement

9.BPI

I.'.

-O.IO*** .1;0,0'. . ;

/^

4.Number of children

2

0.1.4**> -6.16*** -0.13*** -0.02

*** p<-01., two-tailed tests
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,

1.00

0.21*** 0.58*** 0.72*** l.OO

'

,,

-0.19***. -0.18*** -0.22:*** -0.22^* l.OQ.

APPENDIX J: TABLE 8

Unstandardized and Standardized Regression Coefficients
and t-Statistics of the Effect of Participation
in Head Start and Other Preschool Program
on

PIAT Mathematics Performance

Model 1

Model 2

Independent Variables

Head Start (a)

Other preschool (b)

-6.609

-0.067

-3.607***

7.489

0.135

7.306***

Sex (l=Girls)

-1.070 -0.011

3.085
.

0.056

-2.047 -0.038

Hispanic (c)

-11.45

-0.170

Black (d)

-15.439 -0.258

-0.583

3.049***
-2.171**

-9.022***

-13.027***'

Maternal age (years)

0.337

0.038

2.105**

Mother's education (years)

1.308

0.156

8.579***,

Number of children

-1.405 -0.060

Father present (l=Yes)
Parental involvement

'

Intercept

49.460

Adjusted

0.027

F

** p < .05.

3054

3.038

0.055

2.884***

1.856

0.084

4.593***

31.502
0.171 .

42.941

^
* p <.10.

70.799***

58.272

.

*** p <.01., two -tailed tests

(a) Dummy variable=l if participated in Head start program

(b)' Dummy variable=l if participated in Other preschool program
(c) Dummy variable=l if Hispanic
(d) Dummy'variable=l if black
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-3.362***

2787

6.758***.

APPENDIX K: TABLE 9

Unstandardized and Standardized Regression Coefficients
and t-Statistics of the Effect of Participation
■in Head Start and Other Preschool Program on

PIAT Reading Comprehension Performance

Model 1

Independent Variables

Beta

Model 2

B

Beta

-6.236

-0.062

0.945

0.017

0.927

2.193

0.04

2.301**

Hispanic (c)

-^7.512

-0.198

-5.827***

Black (d)

-12.370

-0.205

-10.347***

Head Start (a)

-13.527,

Other preschool (b)

5.355

t

-0.136 -7.160***

0.096

5.036***

Sex (l=Girls)

t
-3.370***

Maternal age (years)

1.799

0.198

10.897***

Mother's education (years)

1.189

0.142

7.819***

-2.272

-0.095

-5.346***

Father present (l=Yes)

3.638

0.064

3.412***

Parental involvement

2.015

0.090

4.933***

Number of children

Intercept

50.273

Adjusted

0.034

F

■
** p < .05.,

. -7.065

0.212

51.345

N
* p <.10.

69.177***

71.926,

2881

2636

*** p <.01., two -tailed tests

(a) Dummy variable=l if participated in Head start program.

(b) Dummy variable=l if participated in. Other preschool program
(c) Dummy variable=l if Hispanic
(d) Dummy ,variable=l if black
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APPENDIX L: TABLE 10

Unstandardized and Standardized Regression CoeffiGients

and t-Statistics of the Effect of Participation in
Head Start and Other Preschool Program on PIAT
Reading Recognition Performance

Model 2

Model 1

Independent Variables

B

Beta

t' '

B

Beta

t

Head Start (a)

-10.156

-0.099

-5.379***

-4.936

-0.047

-2.565**

0.114

6.191***

2.715

0.048

,2.555**

3.636

0.065

3.673***

Hispanic (c)

-7.491

-0.107

-5.613***

Black (d)

-12.086

-0.195

-9.716***

Other preschool (b)

6.555

Sex (l=Girls)

0.386

0.042

2.30**

1.402

0.161

8.761***

-1.888

-0.078

-4.300***

Maternal age (years)
Mother's education

(years)

.Number of children

Father,present (l=Yes)

4.650

0.080 .

4.207***

Parental involvement

1.413

0.061

3.328***

30.897

Intercept .

55.308

Adjusted R2

.0.028

0.146

45.351

48..724

3053

2784

* £ <.10.

** E < .05.

. 76.746*** ,

*** E<.01., two -tailed tests

(a) Dummy variable==l if participated in Head start program
(b) Dummy variable=l if participated in Other preschool program
(c) Dummy variable=l if Hispanic
(d) Dummy variable=l if black
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6.312***

APPENDIX M: TABLE 11

nnstandardi zed and Standardized Pearessio& Coefficients
and ti-SLaLi sties of the Effect of Participation

in Haad Bl-arL and Other Praschoot Proarairt on ;
Bocial Behavioral Problems

Model 2 •

Model 1

Independent Variables

. B

Beta

Head Start(a)

. 6.450

0.063

Other preschool(b) :

-2.062

-0.036

B,

: 3 .;415*t *

, 2.405, .

0.023

,1.223

-1.974**

:0.049; ,

0.001

, 0.045

-4.174

Sex (l-Girls)

Hispanic(c

0.567

0.780

,0.012

0.615

-0.71,6 ;

-0.:079

-4.224***

-0.068.

-3.649***

-2.680*+

"■ ■ ■ ■ -0.596. ■

, Mother * s education ■ (years )

-4,155*^*

o..:oii,'

Black(d)

^

-0.074

0.767

•

■Maternal age^ (years)

Beta

Number of children

-1.203 ,

-0.050

Father present. (i=Yes) , :

-5.390

-0,.094 ' , ;.-^4.7 95***

.

Parental involvement

Intercept

59 .969

,

Adjusted

* p <.10.

.-3.497

83.574***

101.783^

0.073

0.01

** p < .05.

10.233

23.030

3143 .

2917 -

*** p. <.01., two -tailed tests

(a) Dummy variable=^l if participated, in Head„ start- program,

(b) Dummy variable=l>it participated in Other preschool program
(c) Dummy variable7=.l'.if His.panic,

. i; .

(d) Dummy variable=l if black
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APPENDIX O: FIGURE 2
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APPENDIX P:

FIGURE 3

Mean Score (PerGentile V of Social Functioning

by Type of PresGhoolina
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